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Summary 
The data basis on which groundwater models are constructed is in general very 
incomplete, and this leads to uncertainty in model outcome. Groundwater mod-
els form the basis for many, often costly decisions and if these are to be made 
on solid grounds, the uncertainty attached to model results must be quantified. 
This study was motivated by the need to estimate the uncertainty involved in 
groundwater models. 
Chapter 2 presents an integrated surface/subsurface unstructured finite differ-
ence model that was developed and applied to a synthetic case study. 
The following two chapters concern calibration and uncertainty estimation. Es-
sential issues relating to calibration are discussed. The classical regression meth-
ods are described; however, the main focus is on the Generalized Likelihood Un-
certainty Estimation (GLUE) methodology. The next two chapters describe case 
studies in which the GLUE methodology was applied. 
Capture zone modelling was conducted on a synthetic stationary 3-dimensional 
flow problem involving river, surface and groundwater flow. Simulated capture 
zones were illustrated as likelihood maps and compared with a deterministic 
capture zones derived from a reference model. The results showed that the 
reference capture zone was predicted within the 95% prediction zone. The results 
depended on a subjective criterion for model fit. However, it was argued that it 
would be advantageous to base the criterion for model fit on studies of expected 
errors in prediction. 
The GLUE methodology was applied to a regional aquifer system that had previ-
ously been the target of parameter and uncertainty estimation within the classi-
cal regression framework. The prediction intervals achieved with regard to heads 
and stream flows were validated against observations. In comparison with the 
results from the regression analysis, a high number of observations were found to 
fall outside the 95% prediction bounds. The spatial distribution of the observa-
tion points where validation failed indicated errors in the conceptual description 
of the aquifer system. 
xiv 
Summary in Danish 
Datagrundlaget, hvorpa grundvandsmodeller bygger er ofte meget ufuldstrendigt, 
og dette bevirker, at resultaterne, der fremkommer fra disse modeller, er usikre. 
Grundvandsmodeller danner grundlag for mange og ofte bekostelige beslutninger. 
Hvis disse beslutninger skal tages pa et solidt grundlag er det n0dvendigt, at 
kvantificere usikkerheden knyttet til grundvandsmodellerne. Nrervrerende studium 
er motiveret i behovet for usikkerhedsestimering inden for grundvandsmodeller-
ing. 
Kapitel 2 prresenterer en integreret overfiade/ grundvandsmodel byggende pa et 
ustruktureret finit differens beregningsnet. Modellen er udviklet under projekt-
forl0bet og anvendt pa et syntetisk setup. 
De efterf0lgende to kapitler omhandler kalibrering og usikkerhedsestimering. 
Centrale emner i relation til kalibrering er diskuteret. De klassiske regressionsme-
toder er beskrevet, men fokus er sat pa Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Es-
timation (GLUE) metodologien. De nreste to kapitler beskriver to case-studier, 
hvor GLUE-metodologien er anvendt. 
Bestemmelse af infiltrationsopland er udf0rt pa et syntetisk 3-dimmensionalt 
str0mningsproblem omfattende vandl0b, overfiade og grundvandsstr0mning. De 
beregnede infiltrationsoplande er illustreret som likelihood-kort. Resultaterne 
viste at reference-infiltrationsoplandet kunne bestemmes inden for 95% predik-
tionszonen. Resultaterne var afhrengige af de subjektive kriterier, der anvendes 
til beskrivelse af model-fit . Der bliver dog argumenteret for , at man med fordel 
kan beskrive model-fit kriterierne ud fra studier af den forventede fejl i predik-
tionerne. 
GLUE-metodologien blev anvendt pa et regionalt aquifersystem, der tidligere, 
vha. regressionsanalyse, havde have vreret genstand for parameter- og usikker-
hedsestimering. Prediktionsintervaller for trykniveauer og vandl0bsafstn;;mning 
blev valideret mod observationer. Et, i forhold til regressionsanalysen, h0jt an-
tal trykniveauer befandt sig uden for 95% prediktionsgrrenserne. Den rumlige 
fordeling af observationspunkterne, hvor valideringen slog fejl indikerede fejl i 
den konceptuelle beskrivelse af aquifersystemet. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Groundwater is the predominant source of water supply in Denmark. Ground-
water is used for human consumpt ion, industrial processes and agriculture. More 
then 99% of all water for human consumption in Denmark originates form 
groundwater. Only in a few areas do the problems relating to groundwater 
in Denmark concern the quantity of ground water. In total only 25 % of the 
estimated Danish resource is utilised (Danmarks Statistik 2002). On t he other 
hand, the quality of groundwater in Denmark has been the focus of considerable 
attention. An increasing number of wells have been closed due to manmade pol-
lution. There are many sources of pollution, but nitrate, pesticides and MTBE 
pollution (gasoline additive) are the main reason for closing abstraction wells. 
In Denmark the amount of fertiliser and pesticides has been decreasing since 
the mid 1980s and many pesticides have been forbidden. But since most of 
the drinking water is 20 years old or more, there is a pronounced risk t hat we 
have only seen t he beginning of nitrate and pesticide problems, and that these 
problems will increase for some time to come. 
The water treatment at the majority of waterworks in Denmark is simple, con-
sisting only of mechanical filtering and oxydation. 
This means that the quality of drinking water depends on the reduction of so-
lutes, e.g. nitrate and pesticides, in groundwater (Milj0styrelsen 2000). 
Groundwater models are used as a tool to regulate land use and to prioritise the 
remediation of polluted sites. The cost of ensuring unpolluted groundwater is 
high, both for the authorities and for t he industries and farmers affected by the 
regulations. Decisions must therefore be based on reliable models! 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Application of groundwater models 
Ground water models play an important role in the assessment of both the quality 
and quantity of groundwater. Models have been used for problems ranging from 
overall water balance calculations to small-scale pollution problems, including 
chemical and biological reactions. The status of the various groundwater mod-
elling systems currently applied is presented in Table 1.1. After (Refsgaard 1996) 
2 
Table 1.1: Status of current of hydrological modelling systems. After 
Refsgaard ( 1996) 
Field of problem 
Status of applicat ion Groundwater resources Groundwater pollution 
assessme nt Point sources Non-point sources 
Adequacy of Scientific 
Basis 
Scientifically Well Tested ? 
Good 
Good 
Good Fair 
Good Fair 
Validation on Pilot 
Schemes ? 
Adequate Partially Very limited 
Practical Applications 
Major Constraint for 
Practical Applications 
LEGEND: 
Adequacy of Scientific Basis 
Standard/Part Standard/Part Very limited 
Administrative Techno/ Admin 
- P oor: Large and crucial needs for improvements in scientific basis 
- Fair: Considerable needs for improvements in scientific basis 
- Good: Some needs for improvements in scientific basis 
- Very good: No present significant need for improvements in scientific basis 
Scientifically Well Tested ? 
- Poor: Large needs for fundamental tests of scientific method 
- Fair: Considerable needs for testing (some) of the scientific basis 
- Good: Some needs for testing of the scientific basis 
- Very good: No present significant need for testing of the scientific basis 
Validation on Pilot Schemes ? 
- Nil: No successful validation on well controlled pilot schemes so far - urgent 
need for validation on pilot schemes 
- Very limited: A few (a couple of) validation cases- considerable needs for more valida-
tion projects on pilot schemes 
- Partially: Some cases with successful validation on p ilot schemes - some needs for 
further validations 
- Adequate : Many good validations- no further present needs 
Practical Applications 
- Nil: Practically no operational applications 
- Very limited: a few well proven cases of operational practical applications 
- Some cases: Some cases of well proven a few well proven cases of operational practical 
applications 
- Standard/ Part: Standard professional tool in some regions 
- Standard: Standard p rofessional tool in many regions of the world 
Major Constraint for practical applications operational practical applications 
- Data : Data availability a major constraint 
- Science: Inadequate scientific basis is a major constrain 
- Technology: A technology push is required in order to make well proven methods more 
widely applicable 
- Administrative: Administrative tradition or missing economic motivation is a ma jor con-
straint 
1.1. APPLICATION OF GROUNDWATER MODELS 
1.1.1 Water quantity modelling 
Groundwater models are used to evaluate the effect of exploiting groundwater 
resources. A change in the location of abstraction sites or in the amount of wa-
ter abstracted will influence the local and perhaps the regional water balance, 
leading for example to changes in groundwater level, changes in river discharges 
and/ or changes in evapotranspiration. The effects on water balance are often 
indirect. For example a lowering of the groundwater level might result in subsi-
dence damage to houses, or problems in water quality from chemical reactions 
that have been developed in the drained region of the saturated zone. A reduc-
tion in river discharge might alter the habitat of certain organisms and affect the 
feeding, and therefore the quality, of receiving waters. In Denmark groundwater 
model applications have traditionally dealt with these water balance issues, and 
as the table shows, the reliability of these kinds of applications is therefore high. 
1.1.2 Water quality modelling 
Over the last one or two decades the focus has shifted towards studying how 
groundwater can be protected, with the main emphasis on modelling capture 
zones and transport time. Capture zone modelling has become a valuable tool 
in planning future land use and in prioritising the remediation of polluted sites. 
However, modelling of the ground water transport of nitrate, pesticides and other 
solutes has yet to become standard practice, Table 1.1. 
Given the tendency for model applications to model more and more processes 
on a smaller and smaller scale, both the amount of data required for model con-
struction, and the variety of data types used, are constantly increasing. There 
is also an ever greater need to discretise the data employed. When working with 
a large-scale problem the effect of small-scale parameter variations may be neu-
tralised, but when the focus turns to problems on a smaller scale we can no longer 
rely on the averaging process. Local variations in soil properties and groundwa-
ter recharge have often been neutralised in catchment water balances, but such 
variations may have a significant influence on e.g. capture zone estimates. No 
matter what the scale of the groundwater models implemented, it is necessary 
to calibrate the key parameters, and the amount of data that can be used for 
calibration increases only slightly as more and more processes are included. The 
result is greater uncertainty- often seen in terms of poor validation. 
As the previous two subsections indicate, the reliability of modelling results 
depends on the application. In general reliability can be expected to decrease 
as the process scale under consideration decreases - thus groundwater resource 
simulations are likely to be more certain then small-scale pollution simulations 
where dispersion and chemical and biological processes are important. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Definitions 
A (ground water) modelling system is defined as a set of physical processes that 
convert input variables and parameters into output variables. 
A conceptual model is a simplified description of physical conditions in the model 
area and of the processes that are to be modelled. The term conceptual model 
error refers to errors in the model outcome that originate from errors in the con-
ceptual description of the problem under consideration. 
A groundwater model, or model in short, is the numerical formulation of the 
conceptual model. The term model error refers to errors in the model outcome that 
originate from both errors in the conceptual description and errors in the numerical 
solution of the problem under consideration. 
A geological model is a component of the conceptual model describing geological 
formations, often in a simplified manner, as layers and lenses. 
A variable is characterised as being measurable and time-varying, whereas a pa-
rameter is characterised as being time-independent. 
System input parameters and variables represent model input, and system 
state variables represent model outcome, such as potential head, water level, con-
centration, etc. 
Prior statistics are the probability density functions (pdf) with related parameters 
that are present prior to the modelling. E.g. log-normal pdf with mean and standard 
deviation of hydraulic conductivity, Gaussian pdf of average net-precipitation, a 
number of geological models with equal probability. 
Posterior statistics are prior statistics updated according to new knowledge 
archived during modelling. 
1.2 Calibration and uncertainty estimation 
The uncertainty of the outcome of a groundwater model can be analysed by 
propagating the different sources of uncertainty through the model to the model 
output. As Melching (1995) has pointed out, the ideal situation is to have the 
joint probability distribution function ( JPDF) for the significant sources of un-
certainty. It is , however, very difficult or impossible to determine the statistics 
of all models, basic parameters and variables, and crude assumptions usually 
have to be made. In fact the challenge in uncertainty estimation often lies in 
estimating the input statistics (probability density function (PDF) and correla-
tion). It is generally accepted that groundwater models have to be calibrated 
in order to reproduce the system that is going to be modelled. This is a direct 
result of the difficulties in establishing an error-free conceptual model and good 
prior information on all key variables and parameters. 
Reliability estimation methods can be roughly categorised into three types: 1) 
forward stochastic methods, 2) conditioning stochastic methods and 3) regression 
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Note 
Parameter estimation is an often used synonym for calibration. Calibration is how-
ever not restricted to estimation of parameters: all unknown models , parameters 
and variables can be the target of estimation. To emphasise this, unknowns are in 
general, throughout this thesis, referred to as models, parameters and variables. 
Occasionally, parameters is used in short for all types of unknowns. 
methods, see Fig. 1.1. 
Forward stochastic approach 
.----------------. .-----------------~ 
Prior input statistics Stochastic model Output statistics 
Conditioning stochastic approach 
Prior input statistics 
System state observations 
Prior input statistics 
System state observations 
Regression approach 
Regression 
model 
Conditioned output statistics 
Posterior input statistics 
Conditioned output statistics 
Posterior input statistics 
Figure 1.1: Categories of approach to reliability estimation. 
1) Forward stochastic approach: Output statistics are estimated on t he basis of 
prior input models, variables and parameters. The term forward refers to the fact 
that there is no updating of the prior information included in this process. Freeze 
(1975) considered t he porous media in a synthetic one-dimensional flow regime 
as a stochastic set of macroscopic elements in which hydrological conductivity, 
compressibility and porosity were defined by probability density functions. The 
Monte Carlo method (Section A.2) was used to estimate the statistics of the 
hydraulic heads. 
Another forward stochastic method is the First Order Reliability Method, FORM 
(Section A.4) which used a first-order Taylor series expansion at a specific lin-
earisation point in order to calculate a measure of reliability, e.g. the probability 
of a concentration exceeding a limit value. Sitar et al. (1987) and Wu and Cawl-
field (1992) have demonstrated how FORM can be applied to groundwater flow 
and transport problems. 
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Definitions 
Confidence intervals are a measure of the uncertainty that originates from having 
a limited number of observations in the prediction of parameter values and state 
variables. The confidence intervals will diminish as the number of observations 
increases. 
Prediction intervals are a measure of the overall uncertainty, including contribu-
tions from the estimation of parameters, from numerical errors and from conceptual 
model errors. 
An aquifer is ((a geological formation, or a group of formations, which contains 
water and permits significant amounts of water to move through it" (Bear 1979) . 
Groundwater reservoir is another frequently used term. 
An aquitard is ((a geological formation which is of a semipervious nature; it trans-
mits water at a very low rate compared with the aquifer" (Bear 1979) . 
2) Conditioning stochastic approach: The valuable measurements of system state 
variables are used for conditioning of prior statistics on models , parameters and 
variables, and thereby also the model outcome. The prior input statistics are 
updated and posterior input statistics are obtained. 
The Monte Carlo-based Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimations method-
ology, GLUE, proposed by Beven and Binley (1992), is one example of a con-
ditioning stochastic method. In the GLUE methodology a wide variety of com-
binations of models, parameters and variables are taken as possible simulators 
of the system until the opposite is proven. In short, a large number of possible 
combinations of models, parameters and variables are evaluated and weighted 
according to a given model-fit criterion. See Chapter 4. 
Feyen et al. (2002) used a Bayesian approach to stochastic capture zone delin-
eation, incorporating both transmissivity measurements and head observations. 
Neuman (2002) suggested a strategy accounting for conceptual model uncer-
tainty using the maximum likelihood Bayesian model averaging approach. Con-
ceptual models and their parameters are conditioned on the basis of available 
system state observations. 
3) Regression approach (inverse approach) This type of modelling approach is at 
present the one most commonly used to estimate output reliability. On the basis 
of observed system state variables an optimal parameter set is sought by minimis-
ing a certain model fit criterion. The regression analysis provides approximate 
confidence, together with prediction intervals of system state variables and confi-
dence intervals for the estimated parameters (Cooley 1977; Yeh 1986; Hill 1992; 
Christensen and Cooley 1999 and Section 3.5). Carrera and Neuman (1986a) 
propose the Maximum Likelihood framework including prior information for the 
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inverse problem, see Section 3.6. 
Example 1.1 is an attempt to describe the three different types of approach 
described above in relation to a simple groundwater problem. 
Example 1.1 Stationary groundwater flow in an artesian homogeneous aquifer 
is considered. The flow in the aquifer is assumed to be one-dimensional and a 
semi-permeable aquitard is present on top of the aquifer from which groundwater 
is leaching. A water divide constitutes the left boundary (no-flow boundary) and a 
pressure boundary is formulated at the symmetry line of the river. Head potential 
in the aquifer is recorded in wells no. 2 and 3, 'l/J2 and 'l/J3, and the head potential 
in well no. 1, 'I/J1, is to be estimated. The aquifer inflow to the river, Qr, is 
estimated from river discharge observations. Fig. 1.2. 
Well no.1 Well no. 2 Well no. 3 
0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x~ 
0 XJ X2 XJ Xr 
Figure 1.2: Schematic cross section view of the groundwater flow prob-
lem 
The head potential in the aquifer can be described by the differential equation 
(1.1) 
And if the boundary conditions are simplified to 
(1.2) 
the solution to Eq. 1.1 becomes 
(1.3) 
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Let us for simplicity assume that the boundary conditions and model are error 
free and that the only uncertainty in the estimate of the head potential originates 
from uncertainty in the infiltration, q, and the aquifer transmissivity, T. Prior 
to the simulation, q is assumed to be Gaussian dis tributed with P,q and a-q . T is 
assumed to be log-normal distributed with f.-tT and a-y. 
In the forward stochastic approach all state variable (head and river inflow) 
observations are ignored, and only the prior statistics on q and T are used in 
the estimation of 'I/J1 · If, for instance, the Monte Carlo method is applied to 
the problem a large number, N , of random realisations of q and T are made, 
(ql, ... ,qi, ... ,qN) and (1i, ... ,Ti, ... ,TN), each resulting, through Eq. 1.1, inN 
head potential values, N1,1, ... , '1/JI,i, ... , 'I/J1,N ), in well no. 1. From a statistical 
analysis a discrete probability density function of 'I/J1 can be found. 
If we follow the conditional stochastic approach the uncertainty in 'I/J1 is 
still estimated from the uncertainty of q and T, using e.g. Monte Carlo sim-
ulation as described above, and subsequently the estimate of 'I/J1 and the prior 
estimates of q and T are conditioned, based on the observation of 'I/J2, 'I/J3 and 
Q;. The conditioning is introduced because the prior statistics on q and T are 
incomplete. Following the GLUE methodology, each realisation will be given a 
likelihood weighting, L(qi, Ti ), according to how close the calculated head poten-
tial is to the observed value. The final outcome is a posterior density function 
for q, T and a likelihood density function (LDF) of '1/JI· See Chapter 4. 
In the regression approach an objective function is formulated (e.g. the Least 
Square Objective Function or the Maximum Likelihood Objective Function) de-
scribing model fit. The standard objective function is a function of the observa-
tions 'I/J2, 'I/J3 and Q; and the corresponding computed values, 'I/J2(q, T), 'lj;3(q, T) 
and Qr(q, T), where q and T are current estimates of q and.T , see e.g. Eq. 3.4. 
Alternatively, prior information on q and T can be built into the objective func-
tion so that the solution is constrained by observation as well as by prior param-
eter information, see e.g. Eq. 3.5. 
Based on the combination of q and T, which minimises the objective function, 
the statistics on the estimate of q and T and an estimate of the PDF for 'I/J1 can 
be obtained. See Section 3.8 and 3.9. 
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1.3 Objectives 
The main objectives of this study are: 
(i) To assess the uncertainty of all the state variables that are the target of 
the model application, rather than those used in model calibration alone. 
(ii) To obtain approximate uncertainty estimates in relation to the whole prob-
lem, rather then obtaining exact uncertainty estimates in relation to only 
a part of the problem. 
(iii) To evaluate uncertainty, starting from the premise that all input dat a are 
a priori uncertain, and that this uncertainty can be reduced by adding 
conditional data to the model. 
Re: i: Most groundwater models are calibrated using stream flow and ground-
water head observations and, as a result, are designed to predict stream flow and 
ground water heads. However, it is only in certain situations that these quanti-
ties are interesting in themselves. Derived quantities, such as groundwater pore 
velocities and flow directions are more important, because these form the basis 
for transport and capture zone estimates. The fact that models are used for 
predicting state variables that have not been directly used in calibration will 
reduce the reliability of the model result. 
The small predictive uncertainty of the state variables used in the calibration 
does not guarantee that the predictive uncertainty of the state variables that have 
not been used in the calibration will also be small. It is therefore insufficient to 
describe the overall uncertainty in terms of the uncertainty of the state variables 
used in the calibration alone. All uncertainty must however be transmitted to 
the state variable of interest. 
Re: ii: The uncertainty of the predicted state variables originates from a number 
of sources, and the aim of modelling uncertainty must be to account for all the 
major sources. My argument is based on the general thesis formulated by C.A. 
Cornell and quoted by Melching (1995): 
''It is important in engineering applications that we avoid the tendency to model 
only those probabilistic aspects that we think we know how to analyze. It is far 
better to have an approximate model of the whole problem than an exact model 
of only a portion of it" 
In groundwater modelling this indicates that the traditional methods based on 
classical regression statistics can no longer be usefully applied and that more 
subjective measures of uncertainty have to be adopted. 
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Re: iii: In a deterministic approach the model is assumed to be certain until 
the opposite is proven, either by sensitivity testing or through obtaining addi-
tional knowledge, experience and data. The burden of proof should however be 
reversed, so that the certainty of the model must be proven. This principle is 
illustrated Fig. 1.3. 
Conditional stochastic approach 
level 1 level 2 level 3 
1-----41....-----.------+---~ Knowledge/data 
range of solutions corresponding 
~-A~~~~~~~~~~~~_.,..=1 -t::to~le:v:el 2 of knowledge true solution Solutions 
most likely solution corresponding 
to level 2 of knowledge 
1---_...~---....------+---~ Knowledge/data 
level 1 level 2 level 3 
Deterministic approach 
Figure 1.3: Deterministic versus conditional stochastic modelling ap-
proach. 
Level 1 of knowledge results in a large range of possible solutions, including, it 
is hoped, the correct one. As the level of knowledge/data increases, the range of 
possible solutions narrows, until finally the deterministic approach and the con-
ditional stochastic approach converge towards the same solution. This approach 
takes into account the general conditions during the simulation of groundwater 
- namely that the knowledge/data basis is far from being complete. Thus the 
oft-used phrase 
"On the basis of current knowledge, experience and data, this is our best estimate 
of the true solution" 
would be replaced with 
"On the basis of current knowledge, experience and data, this is out best estimate 
of the possible solutions" 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the field of groundwater modelling. It presents 
both the governing equations and the integrated surface/subsurface unstructured 
finite difference model developed in the course of research for this ph. d. 
Chapter 3 gives an introduction to traditional inverse calibration. General issues 
concerning calibration, including the effects of scale and nonlinearity, are dis-
cussed. The numerous sources of uncertainty are described. The Least Square 
and Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation methods are presented. The 
issue of multiple objective functions is briefly discussed. Finally, the chapter 
presents parameter and state variable statistics for Gaussian linear models. 
Chapter 4 gives an introduction to the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Es-
timation methodology (GLUE). 
Chapter 5 gives a presentation of uncertainty estimat ion in relation to capture 
zone modelling in a synthetic setup, where the GLUE methodology is adopted. 
Chapter 6 shows how the GLUE methodology can be applied to a regional aquifer 
system. The results are compared with those obtained from an earlier study 
based on the Least Square Regression method. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and sums up the main results and conclusions. 
Appendix A gives an introduction to reliability methods, including, Monte Carlo 
simulation, Latin Hypercube simulation and the First Order Reliability Method. 
Appendix B concerns the important issue of generating random numbers and 
random fields. 
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Groundwater modelling 
The term "groundwater modelling" is used in this thesis as a general term for 
hydrological modelling with a special focus on groundwater problems. The term 
is often used to cover the modelling of several different hydrological processes 
such as ground water flow , evapotranspiration, infiltration, surface flow, stream 
flow, drainage flow, etc. Various approaches have been applied to the different 
groundwater models in order to take into account these different hydrological 
processes. The complexity of the process integration ranges from using explic-
itly formulated sink/source terms and boundary conditions, as implemented in 
MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988), to developing fully implicit inte-
grated models that simultaneously solve equations for unsaturated flow, satu-
rated flow river flow, etc. MIKE SHE (Abbott et al. 1986) is one example of the 
latter type, which is known as an integrated hydrological model. 
Various model types have been used for groundwater modelling- ranging from 
empirical models without any physical relation between input parameter /variables 
and output parameter /variables (e.g. artificial neural network models, Coulibaly 
et al. (2001)), through lumped conceptual models, which are semi-empirical with 
a physical basis (e.g. the rainfall-runoff model NAM (Nielsen and Hansen 1973)) 
to distributed physically-based models where some or all of the hydrological pro-
cesses involved are described directly through the governing equations relating 
to these processes. 
In principle distributed physically-based models have the capability (depending 
on data) to give a detailed description of hydrological processes. Groundwater 
head and flows can be resolved on a small scale depending on the numerical 
discretisation of the governing equations. MIKE SHE, IHDM (Beven et al. 1987) 
and MODFLOW are examples of distributed physically-based models. 
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The present thesis focuses on these distributed physically-based models. MOD-
FLOWP (non-linear regression version of MODFLOW, (Hill 1994)), was used 
in Case B - Calibration and uncertainty estimation in a regional aquifer sys-
tem reported in Chapter 6, and as part of this thesis FLEXFLOW, an integrated 
surface/sub-surface finite difference model based on a unstructured grid, was 
developed. 
The development of FLEXFLOW was motivated by the lack of flexibility in ex-
isting finite difference models with regard to numerical discretisation, represen-
tation of geological units, river discretisation and surface, river and groundwater 
flow interaction. 
The rigidity in existing finite difference models may cause additional uncertainty 
in the model outcome, and it is hoped that some of this uncertainty is eliminated 
in FLEXFLOW. 
FLEXFLOW was used in Case A: Capture zone modelling in a synthetic setup, 
which is presented in Chapter 5 and in Jensen and Schaarup-Jensen (2002). 
The present chapter deals with the unstructured finite difference model developed 
as part of this thesis. 
2.1 Numerical discretisation 
Finite difference groundwater models are traditionally based on a number of 
adjoining horizontal rectangular grids. MIKE SHE is limited to quadratic grids, 
Fig. 2.1A, whereas MODFLOW has rectangular grids with variable dimensions, 
with the restriction that dxi,j = const for all j and dyi ,j = const for all i , Fig. 
2.1B. Based on the MODFLOW2000 model (Harbaugh et al. 2000), Mehl and 
Hill (2002) introduce a local grid refinement using shared nodes. Finite element 
models (i.e. FEFLOW (Koskinen et al. 1996)) typically have greater flexibility 
in the grid construction because triangular, Fig. 2.1C, or rhomboid grids, Fig. 
2.1D, are easily implemented. 
A 8 c D 
Figure 2.1: A) quadratic grids, B) rectangular grids with variable dimensions, C) tri-
angular shaped grids, D) rhomboid grids 
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The integrated model presented here, FLEXFLOW, is a finite difference model 
with a flexible unstructured grid based on Thiessen polygons, Fig. 2.2. The 
Figure 2. 2: Example of horizontal discretisation of a river catchment 
model has the flexibility of traditional finite element models and the simplicity 
of finite difference models when it comes to formulating the discretised equations 
to be solved. The grid can be refined for specified regions, e.g. near wells, rivers, 
etc., and adapts to rivers so that they retain their original placing. 
2.2 Geological representation 
In most groundwater models the user has the possibility of letting the verti-
cal discretisation follow the geological layers. The number of layers is usually 
constant throughout the model. 
FLEXFLOW works with the concept of geological units, which are a generalisation 
of the concept of geological layers and lenses. A unit is a spatial volume with 
a given deposit and contains layers as well as lenses. The vertical discretisation 
follows the geological units and a given unit may have a computational layer 
thickness of e.g. 5 m, while the neighbouring unit has a layer thickness of e.g. 
30 m . In other words, calculation cells are placed where they are needed, Fig. 
2.3. 
2.3 Implementation of rivers 
There are several traditional approaches to modelling rivers, ranging from models 
with simple boundary conditions on the top layer (MODFLOW), through mod-
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Figure 2. 3: The FLEXFLOW discritisation of three geological units, each 
with different vertical discritisation 
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els in which separate groundwater and river models are dynamically coupled 
(MIKE SHE), to fully integrated surface/subsurface models (Waterloo model 
(Vanderkwaak and Sudicky 2000)). The river geometry is typically formed by a 
numerical grid. Thus in MIKE SHE rivers are placed in a zigzag pattern on the 
borderlines between cells, while in MODFLOW special river grids are assigned 
to the model. A detailed description of the alignment of rivers typically requires 
a very dense traditional grid or a flexible grid structure. 
FLEXFLOW forms the numerical grid in accordance with the digitised river con-
tours, and the river maintains its exact position, Fig. 2.2 and 2.4. In the case 
of wide rivers it is possible to have a two-dimensional river flow and water may 
freely flow from river cells to surface cells and vice versa, Fig. 2.4. 
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River cell 
Figure 2.4: A 3-dimensional schematic representation of a river loca-
tion in the numerical grid of FLEXFLOW 
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2.4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Two-dimensional surface flow, two-dimensional river flow and three-dimensional 
groundwater flow are implicitly fully integrated. 
2.4 Governing equations 
At the present stage two-dimensional surface flow and three-dimensional satu-
rated sub-surface flow are modelled in FLEX FLOW. 
2.4.1 Groundwater flow 
The governing equation for 3-dimensional groundwater flow is given as in e.g. 
Bear (1972): 
where 
groundwater potential [m] 
hydraulic conductivities along x-axis [m s- 1] 
hydraulic conductivities along y-axis [m s- 1] 
hydraulic conductivities along z-axis [m s- 1] 
(2.1) 
is a sink-source term [m3 s-1 m- 3] representing all exchanges 
with the surroundings, such as water abstraction, drainage routing, 
groundwater-river exchange, etc. 
is the specific storage coefficient [m- 1] 
2.4.2 Surface flow 
The governing equations for surface flow are the continuity and momentum equa-
tions. For one-dimensional flow the continuity equation is given as 
ay fJQ 
fJt + OX = Qout(X, y, t) (2.2) 
where 
Q discharge [m2s- 1] 
y water depth [m] 
Oout sink/source term [m s- 1] 
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and the momentum equation is 
oQ o (Q2 ) oy 
-+- - +gA-=gA(So-St) 
ot ox A ox (2.3) 
where 
g acceleration due to gravity [m s-2] 
A wetted cross section area [m2] 
So bottom slope [m m- 1] 
St friction slope [m m- 1] 
According to diffusive wave theory the acceleration terms are neglected and the 
momentum equation becomes 
oy 
- =So-St 
ox 
(2.4) 
In the case of small bottom slopes the water level can be approximated to 'ljJ = 
Zb + y, where Zb is bottom level and 'ljJ is water surface level. The friction slope 
becomes 
(2.5) 
The discharge based on the Manning formula and the wetted cross section area 
reads 
2 l Q = AMRaSJ (2.6) 
where 
M Manning number 
R hydraulic radius, (A/ P) 
P wetted perimetre 
Eq. 2.6 and 2.5 applied to the continuity equation, Eq. 2.2, result in the gov-
erning equation for one-dimensional river flow under the diffusive wave approxi-
mation 
o'l/J o ( . ( o'l/J ) 1 ( o'l/J) ~) Bt + OX sign OX AM R 3 OX = Qout(X, t) (2.7) 
where the sign ( ~~) function provides the sign of !fJfc. 
In a similar manner the governing equation for two-dimensional surface flow can 
be derived as follows 
( 1) o'lj; 0 . O'l/Jx ~ O'l/Jx 2 Bt+ OX Sign ( OX ) AxMxRx ( OX ) + 
( 1) 0 . o'l/Jy ~ o'l/Jy 2 -oy Sign ( oy ) AyMyRy ( oy ) - Qout(X , y, t) 
(2.8) 
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2.5 Numerical formulation 
The numerical formulation of the governing equations is based on Thiessen poly-
gons cells. The model structure is analogous to that presented in the T hiessen 
multicell models (e.g. Bear (1979)) which were formulated in order to locate 
nodal points where observed heads were present. The present formulation is 
applied to standard cell scales in traditional finite difference or finite element 
models. To the best of the aut hor's knowledge, the present formulation of the 
Thiessen polygon cells in the description of 3D dimensional flow is new. The nu-
merical grid is auto-built from Delaunay triangles generated by the "Triangle" 
programme by Ruppert (1995). Fig. 2.5 shows the Thiessen polygonal cells. 
a) 
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Figure 2.5: Thiessen polygonal cells - a) plan view, b) vertical cross 
section 
The finite difference equations are derived from considering the water balance in 
the ph numerical cell , Fig. 2.5, Eq. 2.9. 
(
N ce!!, j ) L Qi,j - Qout,j D.t = D.stoj 
t=l 
(2.9) 
The number of cells, Ncell,j, with which a given cell interacts may vary from cell 
to cell. In the horizontal plane the number of interacting cells is often in the 
range of 6 to 12 cells, while only 1 or 2 cells interact in the vertical plane. where 
Qi,j is the ith inflow to cell j, Q out,i is the sink source term and D.stoi is the 
amount of stored water during the time step under consideration. 
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2. 5.1 Potential flow terms 
The difference between surface and sub-surface flow lies within the calculation of 
Qi,j, or more precisely within the calculation of the conductance, Ci,j, between 
cell i and cell j. For all interacting cells Qi,j is given as 
(2.10) 
where 1./Ji and 1./Jj are water levels or potential head for surface cells and sub-
surface cells respectively. The index n refers to the time step, where n is the 
time step at which the state variables are to be calculated. 
Note that index i and j refer to the two connecting cells for which flow is con-
sidered. We do not distinguish between horizontal and vertical flow, so Eq. 2.10 
describes the flow between all cells, both t hose that are horizontally and those 
that are vertically connected. 
Conductance between two sub-surface cells 
Darcian flow is assumed in the calculation of sub-surface flow. In the case of 
saturated flow in the horizontal plane the conductance becomes 
(2.11) 
where Kh,i and Kh,j are t he horizontal conductivity in cells i and j, respectively, 
ai,j is the distance between cell i and j, dzi,j and bi,j is the effective height and 
width of the interface between cells i and j . See Fig. 2.5. In general dzi,j is 
given as 
dzi,j = 0.5(max [0, min ( 1./Ji, zt, zj) - max (z;, zj) J + 
max [O, min(?./Jj,zt,zj) -max(z;,z;)]) 
(2.12) 
where Zi is the node level and z; = Zi - dzi/2 and zt = Zi + dzi/2 are the 
bottom level and top level of cell i, Fig. 2.5b. 
The vertical conductance between two sub-surface cells is given as 
C· . - A z . ~...,...-1--,-~ 
t,J - po y,t dzi(2 + dzi/2 
K v,i Kv ,j 
(2.13) 
where Apoly,i is the area of the Thiessen polygon of cell i, and Kv,i and Kv,j are 
the vertical conductivities. 
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Conductance between a sub-surface cell, i, and a surface cell, j 
The formulation of conductance between a sub-surface cell, i , and a surface cell, 
j is very close to that presented above. The flow resistance in the surface cell is 
usually insignificant compared to the flow resistance in the sub-surface cell, and 
is therefore ignored. The conductance between two horizontal cells is given as 
c. . - bi,jdZi,j K . 
~.J- h ,'£ 
ai,j (2.14) 
and the conductance between two vertical cells are given as 
C Apoly,i K 
i ,j = dzi/2 v ,i (2.15) 
Conductance between two surface cells 
The surface flow is formulated according to diffusive wave theory where the flow, 
Qi,j is described by Eq. 2.6, where the friction slope, Sf, is approximated with 
the water level gradient , ('1/Jj - '1/Ji)/ai,j: 
(2.16) 
where the Manning number, Mi,j , the hydraulic radius, Ri,j and the wetted cross 
section area in the cell, Ai,j are the arithmetic mean of the cell values of M, R 
and A. 
The calculation of the hydraulic radius and the cross section area depends on 
whether the cells are river cells or ordinary surface cells. River cells have user-
specific cross sections from which the water level dependence of Rj and A j is 
calculated. In the ordinary surface cells Rj and Aj are calculated as 
b· ·("'' · - z·) 
'£ ,] 'f/J J 
(2.17) 
The flow described by Eq. 2.5.1 cannot directly be rewritten in the form of Eq. 
2.10 due to the square root of the water level gradient. The problem can be 
solved either by solving Eq. 2.5.1 iteratively with -/1('1/Ji - '1/Jj)/ai ,j l formulated 
explicitly (from the last iteration or time step) or by assuming that the water 
level can be approximated with the river bottom gradient. For reasons of stability 
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the latter is assumed and Eq. 2.5.1 can be rewritten in the form of Eq. 2.10 if 
we say that 
s1gn J . ( '1/Ji- '1/J· ) 
a ·. t,J 
resulting in the conductance 
2.5.2 Sink/source terms 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
The sink/source term, Qout, refers to any exchange between the integrated model 
and the surroundings. Net precipitation and groundwater abst raction are two 
examples of such exchanges. The model is capable of having abstractions with 
filters covering several computational layers. The extracted water is distributed 
among the layers according to the length of the filter in each layer. 
2.5.3 Storage terms 
In transient modelling the storage terms are included in the water balance equa-
tion, Eq. 2.9. The storage formulation depends on the cell type. For river cells 
the storage term is 
(2.20) 
where A river,j is the area of the water surface within cell j and will typically 
vary with the water level. A river,j is found using an average potential between 
time step n- 1 and n, (('1/Jj + '1/Jj-1)/2). 
The storage term for ordinary surface cells is given as 
D.stoj = ('1/Jj- 'l/Jj- 1)Apoly,j (2.21) 
and finally the storage term for sub-surface cells is given as (Harbaugh et al. 
2000) 
(2.22) 
where S1j is the storage capacity at the start of the t ime step and S2j is t he 
storage capacity at t he current iteration. 
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For combined cells S1j and S2j are given as Apoly,j fl zS8 , and for unconfined cells 
as Apoly,jSy. Here Ss and Sy are specific storage and specific yield respectively. 
2.5.4 Vertical flow under de-watered conditions 
In Eq. 2.15 and Eq. 2.10 the formulation of vertical flow is based on the assump-
tion that t he receiving cell is fully saturated and that the hydraulic gradient is 
2('1/Ji - '1/Ji)/(dzi + dzj) · 
\Pt __. - - - - - - - - - -
zt __. .-----...., 
0 i 
zr = Zt __. r--------1 
lPJ __. 
Zt" __. .___ __ __, 
Figure 2. 6: De-watering of receiving cell 
When the receiving cell is de-watered, Fig. 2.6, the actual flow is 
From Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.23 the :flow is overestimated by 
The correction term Qi,j is added to the sink/source term Qout ,j 
2.5.5 Initial and boundary conditions 
The initial conditions are specified potential head in all calculation cells. 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
At present the no-flow boundary condition (Neumann condition) and the con-
stant head boundary condition (Dirichlet condition) are implemented. If no 
other conditions are given, the Neumann condition is implicitly implemented 
at the boundary. The Dirichlet condition is implemented through special head 
boundary cells. 
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2.5.6 Solving the finite difference equations 
The combination of the water balance equation and the constitutive equations 
for sub-surface (Darcy's law) and surface flow (Manning formula) results in a 
set of finite difference equations. The equations are linearised by using the 
last calculated vector of the system state variables in the calculation of the 
conductance. The linearised set of equations takes the form 
(2.25) 
where 1/Jn is a vector of the unknown system state variables at time step n, A 
the coefficient matrix and b the constant vector. 
Due to the unstructured grid, the coefficient matrix A is sparse and non-diagonal. 
The linearised finite difference equations are solved using the NSPCG package, 
(Oppe et al. 1988), with the Jacobi preconditioner and the conjugate gradient 
accelerator. The J acobi preconditioner allows coordinate storage of the coeffi-
cient matrix, which is essential for efficiently solving a large equation system 
with an unstructured coefficient matrix. 
The original equations (before linearisation) are highly non-linear and Eq. 2.25 
is therefore updated in an iterative procedure. 
2.6 Transport modelling 
A particle tracking (PT) model is implemented in FLEXFLOW for the purpose 
of determining capture zones. 
2.6.1 Governing equation 
The governing equation for the advection and dispersion process is given as (Note 
that as an exception, index notation is used in the description, x 1 = x , x2 = y , 
X3 = x , D1,2 = Dx,y , etc.) 
(2.26) 
where 
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vi water velocity, [m s- 1], in i direction, where i = (x , y, z). v = Q/ A 
for surface flow and v = q / () ef f for sub-surface flow. A is the cross 
section area and q is Darcy velocity (filter velocity) 
c concentration [kg m-3 ] 
Di,j components in the hydrodynamic dispersion matrix [m2 s-1]. D i,j 
is the sum of the mechanical dispersion and t he molecular diffusion 
coefficient. 
G sink/ source term [kg m- 3 s- 1) ] 
Beff effective porosity [m3 m-3]. For surface flow, () is one or close to one, 
and for sub-surface flow, () is the volume of mobile water (mobility 
here is in relation to the pressure gradient that is present in sub-
surface flow). 
2.6.2 Particle tracking method 
Typically the advection-dispersion equation (2.26) is solved by finite difference, 
finite element or particle tracking (random walk) techniques. Great care is nec-
essary in order to avoid numerical errors and numerical dispersion in relation 
to finite difference and finite element modelling. Often the grid resolution has 
to be very fine in order to achieve accurate results. As its name indicates, the 
particle tracking method is a method based on particles to represent the solute 
and the displacement of particles by the transport processes of advect ion and 
dispersion. The method is grid independent and the accuracy depends on the 
number of particles transported. 
The particle tracking method is widely used in groundwater modelling aimed at 
determining capture zones. 
In FLEXFLOW a particle tracking method for the coupled surface and sub-surface 
flow has been implemented. 
Displacement of particles 
An essential step in the PT method is the movement of the single particle so that 
the swarm of particles represents the solution of the advection dispersion equa-
tion. The displacement vector, .6.x = (6.x, .6.y, .6.z)T at a given point, (xo, Yo, z0), 
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is (see e.g. Prickett et al. (1981)): 
6x = VxD.t + T1 )2a.x,xVx6t + T2 )2a.x,yVy6t + r3)2a.x ,z6t 
D.y = VyD.t + r1 J2a.y,xVx6t + r2 J2a.y,yVy6t + r3 J2a.y,z6t 
6z = Vz D._t + T1 )2a.z,xVx6t + r2)2a.z,yVy6t + r3)2a.z,z6t 
(2.27) 
where 
rl, r2 ,r2 
Vx, Vy, Vz 
0'. .. 
' 6t 
random unit Gaussian distributed numbers [-] 
velocities [m/s] (pore velocities in sub-surface flow) 
dispersivity [m] 
time step [ s] 
In order to calculate the particle displacement at an arbitrary point the water 
velocity at that point has to be known. The flow at the cell interfaces is known 
from the Darcy equation and the transformation into water velocities at an 
arbitrary point is divided into two steps. Step one is to determine the x and 
y velocity components at the cell node, and step two is to interpolate the node 
velocities at the desired point at which flow velocities are required. 
Step 1 - node velocities 
Let us first consider the the x-component of the node velocity. In the plan view 
the cell is subdivided into two by an imaginary line, Iy, through the node, Fig. 
2.7a. Water balance considerations are used to find the approximate flow, Qx,j 
through Iy. 
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Figure 2. 7: Definition sketch for calculation of nodal flow velocity. a) 
flow velocity in x-direction, b) flow velocity in y-direction 
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T he water balance for the left sub-region is 
Q- _ Q . __ Qout ,j ~stoj 
x ,j x ,J - 2 + 2~t (2.28) 
and for the right sub-region 
Q . _ Q+ __ Qout,j ~stoj 
x ,J x,j - 2 + 2~t (2.29) 
Combining Eq. 2.28 and 2.29 yields 
Q . - Q~,j + Q;,j X,J- 2 (2.30) 
where Q;,j is the boundary net inflow in the left sub-region (horizontal and 
vertical contributions) and Q~,j is the boundary net outflow in t he right sub-
region (horizontal and vertical contributions). When referring to the known 
Darcian boundary flow Q;,j and Q~,j become 
where 
Ai,j 
Ax-_--
t,J 
b· ·(x- ) t,J 
b· · (x+) t,J 
Ncell ,j 
Q;,j = 
Q+ -x, j-
(2.31) 
area of interface between cells i and j (flow section area) 
area of interface between cells i and j that is placed to the left 
of line lx . For vertical flow A f,j = A poly,j/2 and for horizontal 
flow A f,j = bi,j(x- )dzi,j 
area of interface between cells i and j that is placed to the right 
of line lx. For vertical flow Af.J = Apoly ,j/2 and for horizontal 
flow A f.J = bi,j (x+ )dzi,j 
fraction of bi,j left of ly, Fig. 2.7a 
fraction of bi,j right of Iy 
number of cells interacting with cell j 
The water velocity, Vx ,j, at node j is 
Qx,j 
V . - -----------=---------
X,J - 2by,j min(dzj, 7/Jj - zj )Oeff,j (2.32) 
where 
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cell height at nodal point of cell j 
head potential or water level in cell j 
effective porosity. 
Combining Eq. 2.30 and 2.32 yields 
(
N ce!!, j A~-:- N ce!l,j A~~ ) 
" Q t,J + " Q t,J Vx ,j = ~ i,jT ~ i, jT 
i = l t ,J i=l t ,J 
1 
2by,j min(dzj, '1/Jj - zj)Beff,j 
(2.33) 
and a similar expression for the y-component can be found, (Fig 2. 7b) as 
Vy ,j = 
(
N ce!l ,j A'¥ -:- Nce!l,j A'!!+) 
" Q t,J + " Q t,J ~ i ,jT ~ i,jT 
i= l t ,J i = l t,J 
1 
2bx,j min(dzj , '1/Jj- zj)Beff,j 
(2.34) 
Step 2 - interpolation 
The x and y velocities at point (xo, yo, zo) are found by bi-linear interpolation 
between the velocities in the three nodes that constitute the triangle in which 
the point is located, Fig. 2.8 and Eq. 2.35. 
--- ~ --- ---- - - - - ~ -­
/ 
I 
Figure 2. 8: Bi-linear interpolation of horizontal flow velocities 
(2.35) 
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where Ai, Aj and Ak are the areas of the triangles opposite nodes i, j and k, 
respectively, see Fig. 2.8. 
The vertical flow velocity at point (xo, Yo, zo) is determined by linear interpola-
tion of the vertical velocities at the cell interfaces 
1 
Vz(xo,yo,zo) = dz· ((zo- zj)v; + (1- (zo - zj ))v; 
J 
(2.36) 
where v-; is the flow velocity at the bottom of cell j, and vt is the flow velocity 
at the top of cell j, both being positive upwards. See Fig. 2.5b for definition of 
zj, zf and dzj · 
2.6.3 Verification of flow and transport models 
FLEXFLOW has been tested against the Theis solution (see e.g. Bear (1979)) 
and the solution to the draw down in relation to abstraction in the centre of 
a circular island under confined conditions. A high level of agreement between 
simulated results and analytic solutions was found. 
The particle tracking module has so far been used only for simulating advective 
flow transport. The module has been tested in a uniform, stationary flow do-
main in order to verify the advective velocity of the particles. The module has 
furthermore been tested in a 3-dimensional heterogeneous aquifer, see Chapter 
5 for setup. Particles were distributed uniformly on the surface and the number 
of particles leaving the flow domain respectively as abstracted water, through 
the river, and over the boundary, was registered. Every particle represents an 
amount of infiltrated water, and thus the relative number of particles leaving 
the domain, e.g. as abstracted water, must be similar to the relative amount of 
water leaving the domain through the abstraction, or in other words, Eq. 2.37 
has to be fulfilled. 
Npart,abs Qabs 
___.:._....:.__ r-v --
Npart Qp 
(2.37) 
where Npart,abs is the number of particles abstracted, Npart is the total number 
particles added to the flow domain, Q abs is the amount of abstracted water and 
Qp is the amount of precipitation. A high level of agreement was found in both 
tests. 
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Classical calibration procedures 
I argued in the introduction that calibration and uncertainty estimation are 
closely connected. Conceptual model construction and parameterisation are usu-
ally founded on a weak data base. Values derived from literature and from per-
sonal experience may narrow the range of possible conceptual models and values 
of parameters and variables. Nevertheless, the variety of solutions may still be 
too large to provide acceptable predictions. 
Calibration is the process of rating different alternative sets of conceptual mod-
els, parameters and variables according to the degree of fit between simulation 
and observations. Classical calibration procedures aim to find a single unique 
parameter set that corresponds to the global optimum with regard to the degree 
of fit . 
The parameter estimating problem has traditionally been solved by trial-and-
error techniques, with the hydrologist successively changing the unknowns until 
he/she believes that the solution is close to the optimal. For large complex 
models with many unknowns this trial-and-error calibration procedure is very 
difficult and time consuming. With the constant increase in computer power, a 
range of automatical calibration techniques becomes more and more interesting. 
This chapter gives an introduction to objective functions within standard cal-
ibration procedures as well as to the statistics of calibrated parameters and 
predicted state variables. The issue of single versus multi-objective function is 
briefly discussed. 
First, however, I look at the issue of parameterisation and the different types of 
observation data that can be used. The concept of ill-posedness is defined and 
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model non-linearity is discussed. 
3.1 Parameterisation 
In distributed physically-based groundwater models the domain under consider-
ation is discretised into a finite number of elements/cells, each of which has an 
individual set of parameters- i.e. sub-surface cells have hydraulic conductivities 
in three directions, a storage coefficient, effective porosity, sink/source term, etc. 
Parameterisation concerns the assignment of values to these parameters. In most 
model applications the scale of parameterisation is larger than the scale of the 
numerical cells, i.e. parameters are assumed to be constant within regions/zones 
that are larger than the cell scale. In relation to calibration and uncertainty 
estimation the issue of parameterisation is very important. 
3.1.1 The continuum approach 
The continuum approach is fundamental in groundwater modelling and intro-
duces the first set of restrictions at the level of parameterisation. The flow 
process on t he molecular/ microscopic scale, Fig. 3.1, is very complicated and in 
practice inaccessible. First, it is impossible to determine the exact geometry of 
the soil under consideration and, secondly, it is impossible to solve the flow equa-
tions for the volumes normally considered in groundwater modelling problems. 
Using a cylindrical pipe for stationary flow, Henry Darcy found by experiment 
a linear relation between the head gradient and the flow. 
Q ~'1/J q= - =--K A ~L (3.1) 
where q is the Darcy or filter velocity, ~'1/J is the head difference over the soil 
sample, ~L is the lengt h of the soil sample, A is the cross section area of the 
soil sample (similar to the pipe cross section area) and K is the proportional 
constant or hydraulic conductivity. 
Darcy's law is based on a macroscopic scale and builds on the continuum ap-
proach, where the porous media are considered as a continuum for which rep-
resentative average parameters can be found. By introducing Darcy's law we 
are prevented from describing flow on anything smaller than the macroscopic 
scale. For many problems the macroscopic scale is sufficient, but when it comes 
to considering transport processes the flow on the microscopic scale cannot be 
ignored because of the high degree of variation in the size of pore velocities. In 
order to compensate for the unknown variation of flow velocities and directions 
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Regional 
Microscopic Macroscopic 
Megascopic 
(Field scale) 
Figure 3.1: Definition of scales. 
on the microscopic scale it is essential when modelling transport processes to 
introduce a dispersion process. 
3.1.2 Parameter scale 
Darcy's law is the foundation for describing laminar flow in porous media. It is 
used directly in the derivation of the governing equations for ground water flow, 
and in the laboratory for estimating the flow properties of a given soil sample. 
Darcy's law combined with a mass balance equation, together with the relevant 
dispersion relations, constitute the governing equations on a macroscopic scale. 
It is thus straightforward to discretise and solve the equations with related pa-
rameters on this scale. However, in most cases the discretisation scale is much 
coarser than the macroscopic scale, and there is no guarantee that parameter 
values on the measured scale are representative of the model scale. The term 
"effective parameter" is often used for parameters on the model scale, to sug-
gest the fact that the parameters have no direct physical meaning. Figure 3.2 
illustrates the typical evolution in a given parameter as a function of averaging 
volume. It can be seen that a number of different Representative Elementary 
Volumes (R.E.V.) can be found, depending on the scale under consideration. 
In principle measured parameters can be used in the governing equations only 
on the scale on which they are found. So the question is: is the scale on which 
parameters are measured identical with the scale of the numerical models applied 
to a given problem? There is no general answer to this question, but in most 
cases the answer is negative. 
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R.E.V. R.E.V. 
(macroscopic scale) (megaseopie see le) (regional scale) 
Averaging volume 
Figure 3.2: Parameter value versus averaging volume. 
Figure 3.3 is an attempt to illustrate the parameter scale in relation to the 
method of measurement and the scale of application, which depends on which 
type of model is used. 
Macroscopic Megascopic Regional 
Scale 
I 
Laboratory test i I Pumping test i i M easurement scale 
I Geophysical measurements 
i Numerical models i I i I Transmissivity models Ap i i i 30 groundwater models j ! 
plication scale 
! ! 
Figure 3. 3: Measurement and application scales. 
Geophysical measurements are in general used only to identify geological units, 
and it is very difficult to use them as t he basis for estimating hydrogeological 
parameters. So long as interpretative assumptions are fulfilled, pumping tests are 
cabable of predicting aquifer properties on the megascopic and regional scales. 
Laboratory tests are typically performed on the macroscopic scale, and in the 
case of undisturbed soil samples t he test might give a good estimate of parameter 
properties on t he given scale. 
From Figure 3.3 it can be seen that only geophysical measurements seem to 
have the scale on which 3D groundwater models are normally applied. Given 
the above mentioned limitations of geophysical measurements, no method of 
measurement is suited to giving precise parameter estimates on the megascopic 
scale on which 3D groundwater models are normally implemented. 
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Thus on the one hand the various methods of measurement may not yield precise 
parameter estimates while, on the other, the results may substantially reduce the 
possible parameter range. 
3.2 Observation data 
Calibration is performed with respect to past system behaviour. System be-
haviour is typically described by observations in time and space e.g. of water 
level, head potential and river discharge. But in principle all observations that in 
some way condition the parameter estimates are valuable. This section describes 
the different types of observations that can be incorporated into a calibration 
procedure and, where possible, the sources of mismatch between observed and 
computed values are described. 
3.2.1 Head data 
Head and water level observations originate from at least three types of surveys: 
a) logging in connection to newly established wells, b) more or less continuous 
logging of existing wells and c) synchronous observations of a large number of 
wells. 
A mismatch between calculated and observed head data may originate from at 
least three sources: 1) observation errors, 2) scale errors and 3) errors due to 
time effects. The following description is inspired by Sonnenborg (2001). 
Observations errors: The head observation errors in this description consist of 
errors directly associated with measurement , rather than all sources of mismatch 
between computed and observed heads, such as may be found in other literature. 
The contributions to head observation errors are: 
• Finite precision of the measuring equipment. The expected error contri-
bution is in the range of a few millimetres to a few centimetres. 
• Manual reading of instruments and registration of the results. The ex-
pected error contribution is in the range of a few millimetres to a few 
centimetres. 
• Incorrect or imprecise well reference level. References levels may be deter-
mined with considerable accuracy by using a levelling instrument or GPS. 
In this case the error contribution is typically in the range of a few mil-
limetres to a few centimetres. Alternatively the reference level may be 
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determined from topographical maps and the error contribution may be 
several metres, depending of the quality and resolution of the maps. 
• Atmospheric pressure. Head potential in confined aquifers fluctuates in 
proportion to fluctuations in the atmospheric pressure. The atmospheric 
pressure fluctuations are rarely taken into account in groundwater models 
and may lead to an error contribution of up to 0.1 m. The change in 
potential head due to a change in atmospheric pressure can be estimated 
from 
BE 
'1/J - '1/Jo = --(Pa- Pao) 
'Y 
(3.2) 
where 'Y [kg m s-2 m-3] is the gravitational body force, BE is t he baro-
metric efficiency defined as the ratio of water level change, ('If; - '1/;0 ) [m], to 
the atmospheric pressure, (Pa - Pao) [bar]. BE has been observed in the 
range of 0.25 to 0.75. (Bear 1972). 
A pressure difference of 20 mb (the passage of a storm depression) and a 
barometric efficiency of 0.5 yield a water level change of rv 0.1 m. 
Scale errors: Scale errors originate partly from t he finite discretisation of the 
computational cells and partly from the discretisation of the parameters involved. 
The main contributions to scale errors are: 
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• Horizontal discretisation. Head values are calculated at the centre of each 
computational cell and the observed heads may be located anywhere in 
the computational cell. A comparison of observed heads with the nearest 
calculated head value may result in an error contribution up to 0.5Jdx, 
where J is the horizontal gradient of the hydraulic head and dx is t he size 
of the computational cell. If the computed head is interpolated into the 
location of the observed head t he error contribution is significantly smaller. 
• Vertical discretisation. Observed head values are representative of head 
values ranging from the minimum to the maximum head in t he filter sec-
tion. Typically the head in the high yield formations in a filter section will 
have a strong influence on what is measured. Simulated heads are average 
head in the computational layer. Given that the filter section is identical 
with the computational layer, the maximum error contribution is of the 
magnitude 0.5Jvdz, where l v is the vertical hydraulic gradient over the fil-
t er section, and dz is the computational layer t hickness. Filter information 
may in many cases be incomplete and discussions as to which geological 
unit has actually been measured may occur. The error contribution arising 
from an imperfect match between filter levels and computational layers is 
difficult to quantify, since information on vertical gradients is rare. The 
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error contribution from monitoring the wrong geological unit (e.g. moni-
toring the secondary aquifer believing that is is the primary aquifer) may 
be up to several metres. 
• Topographical variations. Topographical variations within a computa-
tional cell may result in variations in the potential head that will not be 
represented by the numerical model. The error contributions may be sig-
nificant in near-surface reservoirs, and can be assumed to be proportional 
to the topographical variations, and inversely proportional to the depth 
below ground surface (Sonnenborg 2001) . 
• Hydrogeological heterogeneity. Parameter heterogeneity cannot be resolved 
at a finer scale than the resolution of the numerical grid. Usually hetero-
geneity within a geological unit is ignored and the parameters are constants 
within regions much larger than the grid. The ignored heterogeneity will 
contribute to the error between computed and observed heads where the 
standard error, sh , may be formulated as a function of the hydraulic gradi-
ent J, the standard deviation of the log-transformed (natural) hydrological 
conductivity, O'ln K , and the length scale, az . T he error contribution may 
be approximated as (Gelhar 1986). 
(3.3) 
The length scale, a should be chosen as the minimum of: a) the correlation 
length of the conductivity field, b) extension of the region wit h constant 
parameters. In the case of fully distributed parameters (with a different 
value in each cell) the grid dimension should be used. 
Errors due to hydrogeological heterogeneity may alternatively be approxi-
mated from head observation in closely posit ioned wells. The difference in 
observed heads, subtracting all other sources of error, may represent the 
errors due to hydrogeological heterogeneity (Sonnenborg 2001). 
Errors due to time effects: The number of head observations in time and 
space is often limited, and all available observations have to be used. Typically 
the set of chosen head observations is a mixture of equidistant time series, non-
equidistant time series (few observations) and single observations. The data 
set may be incomplete in a variety of ways, and t his may contribute to error. 
The description below focuses on the error contribution in relation to stationary 
models. 
In stationary models time-average head conditions are simulated, and present 
head observations may not represent stationary conditions. This may lead to 
errors. The size of these errors can be approximated by analysing the time series 
for neighbouring wells. The aim of this analysis is to establish yearly fluctuations 
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and trends, seasonal fluctuations and more rapid fluctuations. Yearly fluctua-
tions and trends represent errors due to adapting head data from one year in 
the calibration of another year. Seasonal fluctuations represent the errors arising 
from presenting a seasonal representative observation as the average yearly head. 
The rapid fluctuations represent errors due to ignored small time-scale variations 
e.g. in infiltration and abstraction. Useful statistics could be: a) average weekly 
standard deviation of daily values, b) average seasonal standard deviation of 
weekly averages, c) average yearly standard deviation of seasonal averages, d) 
trends in yearly average. Sonnenborg (2001) has suggested ~H/2, where ~His 
the difference between the minimum and maximum value in the time series, as 
a simple measure of the error contribution. 
Table 3.1 summarises the different contributions to the mismatch between ob-
served and computer head. Values and intervals are approximate and based on 
Danish conditions. 
Table 3.1: Standard deviation of error contributions. Inspired by Sonnenborg (2001} 
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Error contribution 
Observation error Measuring equipment 
Reading and bookkeeping 
Reference level 
Atmospheric pressure 
Scale error 
Time effects 
Total error 
Horizontal discretisation 
Vertical discretisation 
Topographical variations 
Heterogeneity 
N on-stationari ty 
Standard deviation [m] 
0.03 
0.05 
0.05- 2.0 
0.0 - 0.15 
0.5AxJ 1> 
0.5J,dz- 2.0 2> 
Utopo/d 3 ) 
I 1 J2 2 2 4 > y 3 "znKCtz 
AH/2 5 > 
1. Ax is the horizontal discretisation and J is t he hydraulic gradient. 
2. Ay is the vertical discretisation and J, is the vertical gradient. 
Reference 
Sonnenborg 2001 
Sonnenborg 2001 
Gelhar 1986 
Sonnenborg 2001 
3. Utopo is the standard deviation of the topography within a computational grid. d is the depth 
from ground surface to groundwater. 
4. U!n K is the standard deviation of the log-transformed (natural) hydrological conductivity. a 
is the minimum of the correlation length for ln K and extension of the region with constant 
parameters. 
5. AH is the difference between the minimum and maximum value in the time series. 
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3.2.2 River discharges 
Measurements of river discharge are regularly carried out in major streams and 
rivers. This is done by measuring water levels and deriving the actual flow from 
these measurements, using a mathematical relation between water level and flow 
(Q-'1/J relation). These point flow velocity measurements are then t ransformed 
into discharges. The observation data originate from a number of continuously 
logged gauging stations and/ or from synchronous measurements of t he flow in a 
large number of cross sections. 
As in the case of head data, the mismatch between calculated and observed river 
discharges may originate from observation errors, scale errors and errors due to 
time effects. 
Observation errors: Observation errors originate from the registration of water 
levels, the registration of flow velocities and the subsequent transformation of 
these measurements into discharges. 
• Discharge derived from water level registration. Water level measurements 
are transformed into discharges by using a Q-'lj; relation, describing the re-
lationship between water level and discharge. The Q-'1/J relation for a given 
cross section is dynamic and will change with the amount of vegetation 
and possible erosion. The uncertainty of the discharge estimate is in the 
order of 10% (Blicher 1991). 
• Discharge derived from flow velocity measurements. When discharge is 
estimated from a number of point velocity measurements in well defined 
cross sections, the level of uncertainty is relatively low, probably in the 
order of 5%. 
Scale errors: Scale errors in relation to river modelling are closely related to 
numerical and parameter discretisation. 
• The level of detail. The level of detail at which the geometry of a river can 
be described depends on numerical discritisation. River branches smaller 
than grid dimension cannot be described. 
• Topographical variations. The interaction between river and groundwa-
ter may depend to a considerable degree on small-scale variations in the 
topography: e.g. seepage flow in local topographical depressions. 
• Hydrogeological heterogeneity. Small-scale heterogeneity may be deter-
mined for the interaction between ground water and river. 
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Definitions 
Median value of annual minimum flow is the daily median value of the annual 
minimum flow. 
Error due to time effects: Synchronous observations of summer discharge are 
performed for the purpose of estimating the base flow contribution to the river. 
The results may be converted to another year or years from a reference gauging 
point, on the assumption that the synchronous observation points behave in 
the same manner as the reference station. Errors may occur, depending on the 
degree to which this assumption is fulfilled. (Sonnenborg 2001) 
Time series data are used to estimate the median value of annual minimum flow. 
Bjarnov (1987) has established the relation between base flow , Qb [llslkm2], 
and the standard deviation on the median value of annual minimum flow , Sqb 
[lIs I km2] reported in Fig. 3.4, for ten Danish stationary gauging stations. 
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Figure 3.4: Relation between the median value of annual minimum flow, 
Qb, and the coefficient of variation of the median value of 
annual minimum flow, Sq for 10 Danish stationary gauging 
stations. Estimation based on a 65-year time series 
3.2.3 Concentration data 
Concentration data are available from regular testing in abstraction wells and 
from surveys of polluted sites. Concentration data can be valuable as t racer 
data in cases where the source and leakage period are known, for example in the 
case of gasoline pollutions with MTBE spill. MTBE was added to gasoline in 
the mid-eighties and the source location is often well described. The calibration 
of concentration levels from point pollutions is in general associated with large 
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errors due to: 1) the density of the concentration data in time and space in 
comparison with the extension of the pollution, 2) great uncertainty in the de-
scription of degradation and sorption, 3) hydrological heterogeneity. The effects 
of 1) and 3) may be averaged out if area sources, such as nitrate or pesticides, 
are considered. 
3.2.4 Tracer data (natural and artificial) 
Natural tracer data such as CFC gas may be very useful in determining ground-
water age. The uncertainty of the age estimate depends on t he degree of mixture. 
The water in abstraction wells is typically a mixture of water from large regions 
with different travel time, and for this reason estimates of its age may be very 
uncertain. In observation wells with narrow filter intervals one can assume a 
lower level of uncertainty, since the only mixture to occur here is natural. 
Because ground water motion is usually slow, artificial tracers are often used 
over short distances, normally in order to constrain the flow velocities in a given 
deposit. The uncertainty of flow velocity estimates is due to at least two fac-
tors: the finite number of observation points and the existence of small-scale 
hydrological heterogeneity. 
3.2.5 Subjective observations 
Observations by local farmers and citizens offer an alternative form of data where 
hydrological conditions are otherwise ungauged. A local farmer may for example 
observe that the "creek on his land dries out every summer" or that his "spring 
yields water only in wet years". It is challenging to incorporate subjective ob-
servations into an automatic calibration procedure, but such information may 
be very valuable. 
3.2.6 Weighting of observations 
If the aim in calibration is to incorporate different kinds of observations (e.g. 
head and river discharge) and/or observations of the same kind with varying 
levels of expected error, the observations have to be mutually weighted. The 
standard procedure is to weight the observations according to the inverse of t he 
estimated error covariance matrix, V= c-1. 
The correlation between observations is usually very difficult to determine and in 
general observations are assumed to be uncorrelated. Positive correlation may, 
however , be a useful tool in ensuring certain trends. In many sit uations, for 
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example, it will be equally crucial to ensure a low average mean value of the 
absolute head residuals and at the same time a high level of agreement between 
the observed head gradients and simulated head gradients. A high degree of 
positive correlation will ensure weighting of the gradients. 
3.3 111-posedness 
Well-posedness is a fundamental requirement in applying traditional calibration 
procedures to a calibration problem. A well-posed calibration problem is defined 
as one that has a parameter solution that is identifiable, unique and stable. 
The solution is identifiable if it can be found from the observation set, and it is 
unique if only one such solution can be found. 
The solution is thus unique if one and only one set of models, parameters and 
variables can be established from the set of observations. A necessary, but not 
sufficient, requirement for uniqueness is that the number of models, parameters 
and variables to be estimated is less or equal to the number of observations. The 
observations have to be spatially distributed and preferably of different types 
(e.g. head, stream flow, tracer, etc.). 
The solution is stable if small changes in the observations produces small changes 
in the parameter solutions. Instability often arises from the fact that the pa-
rameter solution is non-identifiable, or only poorly so. It is generally associated 
with objective functions that are fiat or nearly fiat in the region around the pa-
rameter optimum. Unstable problems can result in parameter solutions that are 
very sensitive to the starting point of the search ( Carrera and N euman 1986b). 
A thorough description of (in)stability, (non-)uniqueness and (non-)identifiability 
can be found in Carrera and Neuman (1986b) and Yeh (1986). 
As the above indicates, ill-posedness thus depends on parameterisation - any 
model can be rendered well-posed by reducing the number of parameters. One 
should however bear Fig. 3.5 in mind. 
Figure 3.5 shows the contributions to the total modelling error as a function 
of the number of parameters involved. As the number of parameters increases 
the error contribution from model error decreases, and the contribution from 
parameter error increases. When the model in simplified in order to make the 
calibration problem unique, there is a corresponding increase in the contribution 
from model error. 
Example 3.1 If we consider example 1.1 on page 7 again, and assume that only 
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Figure 3. 5: Contributions to the total modelling error as a function of 
the number of parameters 
head observations are present, this leaves us with two observations, h2 and h3, 
and two unknowns, q and T. The first requirement of uniqueness is fulfilled (no. 
of observations is greater than or equal to the no. of unknowns). However, the 
problem is non-unique because only one type of observation {head) is present. An 
infinite number of combinations of q and T will result in the same head distribu-
tion - only the ratio between q and T can be found. The problem becomes unique 
if the river inflow estimate, Qr, is included. Alternatively we could consider q 
as being deterministic and take only T as the target of calibration. By assuming 
that q is known, we increase the amount of model error. 
3.4 Non-linearity and discontinuity 
Groundwater problems are in general non-linear. This non-linearity results from: 
1) changing water levels in free reservoirs, leading to changes in cross section 
area/transmissivity, 2) discontinuous or non-linear sink-source terms, 3) spatial 
variations in the hydrogeological parameters in the flow domain and 4) threshold-
dependent processes such as groundwater pumping, drainage flow or surface flow. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates a schematic aquifer system and the response of the head 
potential in the lower aquifer as a function of the change of the hydrological 
conductivity in the lower aquifer. 
At low conductivities only a small amount of water will leave the model through 
the lower aquifer. The model will instead generate surface flow, drain flow and 
horizontal flow in the upper aquifer. As the conductivity increases the model 
predicts a drop in the head potential in the lower aquifer and for large conductiv-
ities horizontal flow will only appear in the lower aquifer. In some conductivity 
regions the head response (response surface) may be close to linear, while in oth-
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well no.1 
drain 
head in well no. 1 
surface level 
head boundary 
drainage level 
top of aquitard 
bottom of aquitard 
head at boundary 
conductivity in lower aquifer 
Figure 3. 6: Example of head development in an aquifer due to changes in the conduc-
tivity - effect of threshold-dependent processes, discontinuous sink-source 
terms, spatially varied hydrogeological parameters and transmissivity. 
ers it will be strongly non-linear. A plateau and a valley in the response surface 
are found at respectively low and high conductivity values. 
This imaginary example illustrates a response surface that has a plateau, a valley 
and varying degree of non-linearity. Furthermore the response surface is non-
differentiable in a number of points. These circumstances play an important 
role in estimating parameters. Plateaus, valleys and a rapid change in the gra-
dient of the response surface may result in problems when using gradient search 
methods for optimisation, and models are often linearised in order to stabilise 
the optimisation: see e.g. Christensen et al. (1998). The subsequent estimation 
of parameter statistics and the prediction of uncertainties are often based on 
linearised estimates, which may be misleading for strong non-linear models. 
3.5 Least square method 
Non-linear least square methods are widely used for parameter estimation in 
groundwater models (Cooley 1977; Cooley 1979; Hill 1992). The standard least 
square parameter estimate results from a minimisation of 
J(8) = [~* - 'tj1(8)JT G;j) [~* - ~(8)] (3.4) 
where~* is the vector of observed state variables, ~(8) is the vector of com-
puted state variables given the parameter set () , and C'I/J .. is the expected error 
covariance of the observed state variables. 
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If any prior parameter information exists Eq. 3.4 is expanded to 
J(8) = (z*- z)T C _;} (z*- z) (3.5) 
where 
z* = ('lf;*, B*f 
z = ('ljJ,iJ)T 
C z* =(et* c~. ) 
8* is the expected value of the prior parameter vector, Ce· is the covariance of 
the prior parameter estimate and iJ the parameter estimate. 
Example 3.2 In example 1.1, page 7, we want to estimate q and T from the 
observations 'I/J2, 'I/J3 and Q; including the prior information on q* and T* . From 
the various sources of uncertainty described in section 3.2 the expected error of 
'I/J2, 'I/J3 and Q; is estimated to CJ 1/J2, CJ 1/J3 and CJ Q;. From example 1.1 we have the 
prior information on q* and T * (J.L~, O"~, J.Lr, O"r). The transmissivity T is log-
transformed before estimation. If the observations and parameters are assumed 
to be uncorrelated, the components of Eq. 3. 5 are given as 
z* = ( 'I/J2' 'I/J3' Q;' J.Lq ' /-Lln T f 
z = ('ljJ2(q, T), 'I/J3(q, T), Qr(q, T), q, t)r 
(J 1/J2 0 0 0 0 
0 (J 1/J3 0 0 0 
Cz* 0 0 O"Q; 0 0 
0 0 0 Clq 0 
0 0 0 0 Clln T 
when inserted in Eq. 3. 5 this gives 
1 ~2 1 ( ~2 + -(J.Lq- q) +- /-Lln T - ln T) 
O"g Clin T 
(3.6) 
The -estimate of q and T are found-by min-im-ising Eq. 3-.-6. - -
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3.6 Maximum likelihood method 
The maximum likelihood estimate is the conditioned density 
P1/1*19 (1/l* /0) = f1fJ* I9 (1/l*/0) (3.7) 
which is commonly called the likelihood function. f1/J*I 9 ( 1/J* /0) is the joint prob-
ability density function of the observations. The maximum likelihood estimate is 
a maximisation of Eq. 3.7. In some cases it is convenient to derive the maximum 
likelihood estimate from a minimisation of the log-likelihood criterion 
-2 ln P1/I*I 9(1/J*/O) (3.8) 
If the residuals are assumed to be Gaussian distributed the likelihood function 
becomes 
if prior parameter information is included Eq. 3.9 becomes 
N 1 (1 ( * )TC - 1(* ) ) f1/J*I9 (z*/0) = (27r) 2 I Cz• ,-2 e 2 z -z z* z - z (3.10) 
The parameter set found from minimising 3.10 corresponds to the parameter set 
found from minimising the least square objective function. 
3. 7 Single versus multi-objective parameter es-
timation 
Some criticism has been raised against using a single objective function in the 
estimation of parameters. Yapo et al. (1998) state that 11Practical experiences 
with model calibration suggests that any single-objective function, no matter how 
carefully chosen, may not adequately measure the ways in which the model fails 
to match the important characteristics of the observed data." 
In order to overcome this problem the calibration problem can be formulated as 
a multi-objective optimisation problem ofF( 0) 
F(O) = fl(O), h(O), ... , fm(O) (3.11) 
where JI(O), ... , fm(O) are objective functions to be simultaneously minimised 
with respect to the parameters 0. fi(O) might e.g. be the least square or maxi-
mum likelihood parameter estimate with respect to head observations and fj(O) 
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might be the parameter estimate with respect to river discharge observations. 
A minimisation of the individual objective functions may result in parameter 
solutions that are not unique and accordingly it is not possible to find the best 
solution using objective methods. 
Figure 3.7 illustrates a problem with two objectives (h, h) to be minimised with 
respect to two parameters (81, Bz). Point A is the solution to minimising hand 
point B is the solution to minimising fz 
a) Parameter space 
1 ~~--~--~~--~ 
A 
V 
•1-L-1 -----=o~----..JL---~2 
b) Objective space 1~~8~--~~~----~ 
-~0.5 
00~------~~----~ 0.5 
f1(9) 
Figure 8. 7: Illustration of Pareto optimality. After Yapo et al. {1998) 
The solution to the multi-objective problem consists of all parameter combina-
tions on the line from point A to point B. Parameter sets close to point B will 
result in a small of value of h, and as they move towards point A h will decrease 
and h will increase. Solutions on the line from A to B are called Pareto solu-
tions. (Yapo et al. 1998) All Pareto solutions are acceptable simulators of the 
system, and the parameter range given by the Pareto solutions reveals the un-
certainty due to the choice of objective function. A t horough description of the 
multi-objective approach and solution methods for minimising multi-objectives 
can be found in Yapo et al. (1998). 
Example 3.3 Let us consider the flow situation in example 1.1, page 7. Two 
objective functions are formulated: 1) the least square measure of the head in 
wells nos. 2 and 3: 
(3.12) 
and 2) the least square measure of the river inflow: 
(3.13) 
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The minimisation of J '!f; and Jqr will lead to two estimates of q and T that 
correspond to points A and B on Figure 3. 1. If the two objectives are combined 
J 'I/;,Qr ( fi , i') =w( 1/J~ - 1/J2( fi, i') )2 + ( 'I/J3 - 'I/J3 ( fi , i') )2 
+ (1-w)(Q; - Qr(fi,T)) 2 
(3.14) 
and the weight, w, is varied from 1 to zero, solutions on the Pareto front can be 
found. 
3.8 Parameter statistics 
Parameter statistics can be analysed in case of linear models t hat have non-
biased and Gaussian residuals. The covariance of the estimated parameters can 
be found from Bard (1974): 
(3.15) 
where 
(} estimated parameter vector 
J (O) least square error 
Ak(iJ) =[Jo (ok) ]T [Jo (ok)] ,(Npar x Npar) 
J o J acobian matrix of state variable, 'if;, with respect to parameters, (), (M x L) 
!li!.!. 8'1/;1 8'1/;1 
8fh 882 88Npar 
f!.!h. 8'1/;2 8'!/!.2 
Jo = 8fh 882 88Npar 
8'1/;Na.~~ 8'1/;Na.bs 81/JN a.~~ 
881 882 88Npar 
Nobs number of observations 
Npar number of parameters 
The J aco bian is a local linear ~pproximation of the response surface in the region 
around the optimal solution, 0 . 
The size of the components of Ak is proportional to the number of observa-
tions and consequently the estimated parameter variation becomes (through Eq. 
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3.15) inversely proportional to the number of observations. As the number of 
observations increases the parameter error will diminish. 
The linear confidence intervals for the parameter ()i can be found (Hill 1992, p. 
58: Seber and Wild 1989, p. 191-194): 
(3.16) 
where t (Nobs- Npan 1.0- ~)is the Student-t statistic for Nobs -Npar degrees 
of freedom and a significance level of a and sei = JC(()i, ()i) is t he standard 
deviation of ()i· 
Example 3.4 We now want to consider the statistics for the parameter estimate 
described in example 3.2, page 45. From Eq. 3. 15 we have the covariance of the 
estimated parameters: 
where A k ( 0) = JoT J o and the J acobian matrix, J o , is given as 
The 95% confidence intervals of q and T are 
q ± t (3- 2, 0.975) O'q 
T ± t (3 - 2, 0.975) (JT 
3.9 State variable statistics 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Linear confidence intervals for any system state variables 7/Jt are given as (Hill 
1992 ,p. 58). 
7/Jz ± t (Nobs - Npar, 1.0- ~) S1f;l 
where S7f;z is the standard deviation of 7/Jl calculated from 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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where Cei,BJ are components in the covariance matrix for (} 
Approximate linear prediction intervals are calculated as (Hill 1994 ,p. 32) 
1/J1 ± t (Nob'- Npar. LO - ~) (s~, + ~ f' (3.22) 
where Sr is the calculated standard error of the regression and WL is a weight that 
equals CJ'; / CJf, where CJ'; is the estimated common error variance of the regression, 
and CJf is the measurement error variance associated with '1/Jt . The error variance 
of '1/JL is not usually known. Christensen and Cooley (1999) assumed that CJf 
was spatially distributed proportionally to the variance of the observed head 
measurements. Error in predictions becomes equally distributed according to 
the assumed errors deriving from observation error. 
Example 3 .5 We now want to consider the statistics for the estimate of '1/JI, 
see example 1.1, page 7, and 3.2, page 45. From Eq. 3.21 we have the standard 
deviation on 'l/J1 
(3.23) 
From Eq. 3.20 the 95 % confidence intervals can be found 
'l/;1 ± t (3- 2, 0.975) s'!/J1 (3.24) 
3.10 Solving the regression problem 
3.10.1 Gauss-Newton minimisation 
The Gauss-Newton algorithm has often been used as a minimisation algorithm in 
problems concerning the estimation of groundwater parameters. The algorithm 
starts with an initial parameter vector 0° and converges iteratively to a local 
minimum. The iterative equation and the normal equation used in the Gauss-
Newton algorithm can be expressed as (e.g. see Yeh 1986) 
(3.25) 
with 
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(3.26) 
where 
Ak = [Jo (Bk)JT [Jo (Bk)],(Npar x Npar); 
gk = [Jn (Bk)JT ['f/1(0k)- 'f/1*] ,(Npar x 1); 
J0 Jacobian matrix of state variable, 'lj;, with respect to parameters, e, (M x L) 
pk scalar step size 
dk Gauss-Newton direction vector 
Nobs number of observations 
Npar number of parameters 
A description of the modified Gauss-Newton Optimisation Method, including 
weighted residuals, can be found in Hill 1992, p. 76-82. 
3.10.2 Other methods 
An alternative to the Gauss-Newton minimisation is offered by global random 
search methods, where the parameter space is sampled randomly and global 
parameter set/sets are estimated on the basis of one or more objective functions. 
Other algorithms combine local search methods with random search methods. 
The Multi-Objective Complex Evolution (MOCOM-UA) method (Yapo et al. 
1998) and the shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) method (Duan et al. 1992) 
are examples of such methods. Madsen and Kristensen (2002) applied UCODE 
(inverse programme for Gauss-Newton minimisation) and the SCE-UA method 
on a MIKE SHE application and found that "The UCODE solutions were trapped 
in local optima far from the Pareto front. Even when the initial parameter set 
was close to the Pareto front, UCODE failed to converge into a Pareto optimal 
solution." 
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CHAPTER 4 
The Generalized Likelihood 
Uncertainty Estimation 
methodology 
Calibration and uncertainty estimation based upon a statist ical framework is 
aimed at finding an optimal set of models, parameters and variables capable of 
simulating a given system. 
There are many possible sources of mismatch between observed and simulated 
state variables (see section 3.2) . Some of the sources of uncertainty originate 
from physical randomness, and others from uncertain knowledge put into the 
system. The uncertainties originating from physical randomness may be treated 
within a statistical framework, whereas alternative methods may be needed to 
account for uncertainties originating from the interpretation of incomplete and 
perhaps ambiguous data sets. 
The GLUE methodology (Beven and Binley 1992) rejects the idea of one single 
optimal solution and adopts the concept of equifinality of models, parameters 
and variables (Beven and Binley 1992; Beven 1993). Equifinality originates from 
the imperfect knowledge of the system under consideration, and many sets of 
models, parameters and variables may therefore be considered equal or almost 
equal simulators of the system. Using the GLUE analysis, the prior set of mod-
els, parameters and variables is divided into a set of non-acceptable solutions and 
a set of acceptable solutions. The GLUE methodology deals with the variable 
degree of membership of the sets. The degree of membership is determined by 
assessing the extent to which solutions fit the model, which in turn is determined 
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by subjective likelihood functions. By abandoning the statistical framework we 
also abandon the traditional definition of uncertainty and in general will have to 
accept that to some extent uncertainty is a matter of subjective and individual 
interpretation by t he hydrologist. There are strong parallels between uncertainty 
in a Fuzzy set ruled system and uncertainty in the GLUE methodology. Fuzzy 
logic is an alternative or supplement to the classical probabilistic framework 
in situations where very little information is available, and such information 
as there is tends to be ambiguous and vague. Considering the sources of mis-
match between observed and simulated state variables (see section 3.2), it can 
be argued that the mismatch is to a great extent due to vague and ambiguous 
interpretations. 
The GLUE methodology consists of the 3 steps described below (Fig. 4.1). 
Figure 4.1: The GLUE procedure. (a) prior statistics, (b) stochastic modelling, (c) 
unconditional statistics of system state variables, (d) evaluation procedure 
(e) posterior parameter likelihood functions and (f) likelihood functions for 
system state variables 
Step 1 is to determine the statistics for the models, parameters and variables 
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that, prior to the investigation, are considered likely to be decisive for the sim-
ulation of the system (a). Typically quite wide discrete or continuous uniform 
distribution is chosen - reflecting the fact that there is little prior knowledge of 
the uncertainties arising from models, parameters and variables. In principle all 
available knowledge can be put into the prior distributions. 
Step 2 is a stochastic simulation (b) based on the models, parameters and vari-
ables defined in step 1. The Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube method (Appendix 
A) may be used to do a random sample of the parameter sets. Step 2 gives us 
an unconditional estimate of the statistics of any system state variable (c). 
In step 3 an evaluation procedure (d) is carried out for every single simulation 
performed in step 2. Simulations and thus parameter sets are rated according to 
the degree to which they fit observed data. If the simulated state variables are 
"close" to the observed values the simulation is accepted as having a given likeli-
hood L(BJ1/'), whereas if the considered simulated state variables are unrealistic 
the simulation is rejected as having zero likelihood. 
In this way a likelihood value is assigned to all accepted parameter sets (zero 
for rejected sets and positive for accepted sets). The direct result of this is a 
discrete joint likelihood function (DJPDF) for all the models, parameters and 
variables involved. The DJPDF can only be illustrated in two, maximum three, 
dimensions, and likelihood scatter plots are often used to illustrate the estimated 
parameters, see e.g. Fig. 5.7. In Fig. 4.1 the models, parameters and variables 
fh, ... , Bi, ... , BN are considered independent, the likelihood is projected onto the 
parameter axis , and discrete density functions (e) are presented, see section 4.3. 
Discrete likelihood functions for all types of system state variables can likewise 
be constructed (f). 
4.1 Likelihood measures 
Likelihood is a measure of how well a given combination of models, parameters 
and variables fits, based on the available set of observations. The likelihood 
measure thus describes the degree to which the various acceptable solutions are 
members of the set, i.e. their degree of membership. 
The calculation of the likelihood of a given set of models, parameters and vari-
ables is the key feature of the GLUE methodology, and in this respect GLUE 
differs from the classical methods of calibration and uncertainty estimation. As 
will be seen in what follows a wide range of likelihood measures are suggested-
all with different qualities. There are no definitive rules for choosing a certain 
likelihood measure. Some personal preferences are however mentioned in section 
4.2. 
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The likelihood measure consists, in this thesis, of three elements: 1) a rejection 
level that indicates whether the acceptance criteria are fulfilled or not, 2) a 
point likelihood measure that sums up the degree of model fit in the individual 
observation points and 3) a global likelihood measure that is an aggregation of 
all the point likelihood measures. 
Often the rejection level is implicitly given in the point likelihood function, and 
occasionally the rejection level, the point likelihood measure and the global like-
lihood measure are all gathered in one function. 
The likelihood functions presented below in Fig. 4.2 are based on a combination 
of the likelihood functions derived from the classical statistical framework and 
from GLUE, and the Fuzzy logic literature. 
a 
a b 
b 
a) 
c d 
c a 
b) 
b 
a b 
c a 
c a 
c) 
l I 
b 
f) 
b 
Figure 4.2: a) Gaussian likelihood function , b) model efficiency likeli-
hood function, c) inverse error variance likelihood function, 
d) trapezoidal likelihood function, e) triangular likelihood 
function and f) uniform likelihood function 
4.1.1 Traditional statistical likelihood measures 
Gaussian likelihood function 
c 
The Gaussian likelihood function, Fig. 4.2a, is often used in a classical statistical 
framework. The residuals are assumed to be Gaussian and the likelihood equals 
the probability that the simulated value, '1/Ji(B ), equals the observed value, '1/Ji: 
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( 4.1) 
or for Nobs observations 
where, as in a statistical framework cr'I/J; and c'lj;* symbolise the unknown stan-
dard deviation and covariance of observed state variables- often approximated 
by the expected standard deviation and covariance of observed state variables. 
Eq. 4.2 corresponds to the product inference function (section 4.1.4) of Eq. 4.1, 
given independent observations. 
TheN-dimensional Gaussian likelihood function ( 4.2) is a function that depends 
on the number of observations. As the number of observations increases, so does 
the likelihood of the best simulations, until finally (Nobs ~ oo) all likelihood is 
ascribed to the single best simulation. The likelihood function yields parameter 
and uncertainty estimates that are similar to those achieved within a statistical 
framework when this is applied to well-posed linear models with Gaussian errors 
and the estimate implicit assumes that the model is error free. 
The Gaussian likelihood function is defined from -oo to oo and thus no rejection 
level is implicitly given. In order to reduce the number of accepted simulations, 
it will often be appropriate to introduce a rejection level (a and con Fig. 4.2a), 
e.g. at three times the standard deviation. 
4.1.2 Traditional GLUE likelihood measures 
Model efficiency function 
The model efficiency function, Fig. 4.2b, is given as (Beven and Binley 1992) 
L (811/J*) = (1- cr;/cr6); er; 2: cr6 =? L (811/J*) = 0 (4.3) 
where 
(4.4) 
is the weighted variance of the residuals and cr6 is the weighted variance of the 
observations. Here V is a weight matrix. 
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The likelihood equals one if all residuals are zero, and zero if the weighted vari-
ance of the residuals is larger then the weighted variance of the observations. 
Inverse error variance function 
Beven and Binley (1992) have suggested a function based on the inverse error 
variance with shaping factor N, Fig. 4.2c: 
L (Oi~*) = ( CT;) -N ( 4.5) 
This function concentrates the weights of the best simulations as N increases. 
For N --too all weight will be on the single best simulation and for small values 
of N all simulations will tend to have equal weight. 
4.1.3 Fuzzy likelihood measures 
A point observation of the ith system state variable, '1/Ji, and a computed value 
of the same system state variable, '1/Ji ( 0) are considered. In the set of all possible 
values of 7/Ji, a subset, Wi , is defined where the transition between membership 
and non-membership is gradual. The likelihood- or, in FUzzy terms, the degree 
of membership- is maximum for simulated state variables that belong completely 
to Wi; elsewhere it is between 0 and the maximum value. In FUzzy logic wi is 
called a fuzzy set and the likelihood (degree of membership) is described by the 
likelihood function (membership function), Lwi· The likelihood function can in 
principle be an arbitrary, non-symmetric and biased function. The trapezoidal, 
triangular and uniform likelihood functions are typical FUzzy logic membership 
functions where the likelihood or degree of membership is evaluated through 
relatively simple functions. 
First the point likelihood measures are described, and then the point likelihood 
measures are combined through the so-called inference functions. 
Trapezoidal likelihood function 
The trapezoidallikelihood function, Fig. 4.2d, is given as 
where 
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1 if a :::; 'lj;i ( 8) < b 
0 otherwise 
1 if b:::; 'lj;i(8) < c 
0 otherwise 
if c:::; 'I/Ji(8) :::; d 
otherwise 
Triangular likelihood function 
The triangular likelihood function, Fig. 4.2e, is given as 
where 
lab =g if a :::; '1/Ji ( 8) :::; b , otherwise 
h e =g if b :::; '1/Ji ( 8) :::; c , otherwise 
Uniform likelihood function 
The uniform likelihood function, Fig. 4.2f, is a special case of the trapezoidal 
likelihood function where a = b and c = d. 
L (8l'l/Ji) = {o1 if a< '1/Ji - 'l/Ji (8) < b 
otherwise 
4.1.4 Inference functions 
(4.8) 
The overall combination of t he individual point likelihood (degree of member-
ship) for t he observation points is assembled through the so-called degree of 
fulfilment (DOF) (Dubois and Prade 1980), which, in this context, is the overall 
likelihood value for the simulation - a global likelihood measure, L ( 81 'f/1 *). A 
classification of aggregation operators used in Fuzzy rules systems is given in 
Zimmermann (1991), p. 40-41 , and some relevant operators are given below 
(Dubois and Prade 1980; Zimmermann 1991): 
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Product inference 
N obs 
L (91~*) = IT L (9l'lj!;) (4.9) 
i= l 
The product inference is very restrictive - if one observation is outside the Fuzzy 
set, W, (i.e. rejected) the global likelihood will be zero. As Nobs increases, the 
global likelihood response surface becomes steeper and steeper and as Nobs ~ oo 
all except the single best simulation will have negligible likelihood. 
Min. inference 
L (9 1~*) = . min L (9l'lj!;) 
t=l, ... ,Nobs 
( 4.10) 
The min. inference is as restrictive as the product inference function but the 
global likelihood response surface is more fiat. 
Max. inference 
L (9 1~*) = . max L (91'1j!;) 
t=l, ... ,Nobs 
(4.11) 
The max. inference is t he least restrictive inference function. The likelihood is 
evaluated from the observation point with the best agreement. If just one ob-
servation is inside the Fuzzy set (i.e. accepted), then the simulation is accepted. 
Weighted arithmetic mean inference 
(4.12) 
where wi is the weight on the ith observation. 
As in the case of max. inference, the inclusion of just one observation within the 
accepted set will result in acceptance of the simulation. The response surface for 
the arithmetic mean inference is very fiat. 
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Geometric mean inference 
Nobs 
L (8j'lj;*) = Nobs II L (8 j'lj;7) (4.13) 
i=l 
The geometric mean inference is as restrictive as the product and min. inference, 
but the likelihood response surface is less steep. The function is independent of 
the number of observations. 
The way that a likelihood calculation might be performed when different types 
of observation data are available is illustrated in example 4.1 below. 
Example 4.1 A stationary groundwater model is constructed for a river catch-
ment. The model is calibrated to a summer situation. The following observations 
are available: 
• Head observations in 16 wells. From initial studies the standard error on 
the observed heads is estimated to be 1. 5 m. Trapezoidallikelihood functions 
are applied. Fig. 4.3(a) 
• Median value of annual minimum discharge observations at one station in 
'~Large Creek". The estimation error is assumed to be Gaussian with a 
standard error of 10 % of measured discharge. The rejection level is three 
times standard error. Fig. 4.3(b) 
• A local farmer has stated that '~Little Creek dries out every summer". We 
do not rely totally on this statement and formulate a likelihood function 
that gradually decreases from 0 ljs to 2.0 ljs. Fig. 4.3(c) 
• Information from the local waterworks indicates that so far abstraction well 
no. 12 has never dried out. Low hydraulic conductivities may result in the 
closing of abstraction wells in the numerical model. Seen in the light of the 
information given above, every simulation where the abstraction is closed 
must be unrealistic, and consequently the likelihood is set at zero. Fig. 
4.3(d) 
In all, 19 observations are available and they are combined into an global simula-
tion likelihood measure by an inference rule, e.g. weighted arithmetic mean, Eq. 
4.12, or geometric mean inference, Eq. 4.13. Alternatively two or more rules 
can be combined, e.g. Eq. 4.14. 
L ( 8j'lj;*) = Whead l6 'L:;~l Lh; (hi( 8)) · Wq1 Lq; (ql ( 8)) 
·Wq2 Lq2 (q2( 8)) · WAbsLAbs2 (Abs( 8)) 
( 4.14) 
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~-+---1--+---+--;---- h"d !m] 1 l._-r1 =-----+-I ___ _..;;:=,-1 _, "Large Creek" 
hi - 4.5 hi -1.5 h; hi +1.5 hi + 4.5 q - 30% q q + 30% discharge [Ifs] 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
(c) 
(a) {b) 
11~ 
~ ,status, 
Abstraction site # 123 open closed 
{d) 
Figure 4.3: Examples of different likelihood functions 
where Whead, Wq 11 Wq2 and WAbs are the weight on observed head data, observed 
discharge in "Little Creek", observed discharge in "Large Creek" and waterworks 
observation respectively. Lhi (hi(O)), Lqi (ql(O)), Lq2 (q2 (0) ) and LAbs2 (Abs2(0 )) 
are likelihood functions for head data, discharge in "Little Creek", discharge in 
"Large Creek" and the abstraction respectively. 
4.2 Designing the likelihood measure 
The GLUE methodology is aimed at finding possible sets of models, param-
eters and variables which produce a model output that is in agreement with 
observations. The likelihood measure reflects the degree to which we accept the 
simulated output to deviate from observations due to the numerous error sources. 
The first step in the construction of the likelihood function is to analyse possible 
sources of mismatch between observed and simulated state variables. Section 
3.2 is a description of the different types of observation data and a description 
of the different sources of mismatch between observed and simulated values. 
Section 3.2 may be used as a guideline in estimating the expected standard 
errors of observation. In reviewing the possible errors, the hydrologist is forced 
to consider what is included in the model and what is not. E.g. if the purpose 
of the model is to model small-scale point pollution, small-scale heterogeneity 
is very important and consequently has to be modelled in such a way that the 
error contribution from ignored small-scale heterogeneities will be very small. 
In the opinion of the author the estimated expected error should be closely 
related to the likelihood measure. The rejection level may be three times the 
expected standard error, reflecting a very low probability of larger errors: see 
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Chapters 5 and 6 
The second step in the calculation of the likelihood measure is the combination 
of the individual point likelihood measures into a global likelihood measure. 
The aim of the point likelihood measures is to account for all expected uncer-
tainty, and in the author's opinion therefore the simulation can be accepted only 
if all point observations are accepted - no simulated state variables can be tol-
erated outside the rejection level. If this results in an over-restrictive likelihood 
measure, the point likelihood measures, and thus the expected errors, should be 
reconsidered, and if there is no objective reason for increasing the amount of 
expected error the model should be reconsidered. 
The min. inference, the product inference and the geometric mean inference 
function fulfil the requirement listed above (all point likelihood measures have 
to be positive in order to accept the simulation) . 
The geometric mean inference function is attractive because the likelihood mea-
sure is independent of the number of observations. This means that the uncer-
tainty estimate does not improve if the number of observations is doubled. This 
behaviour contrasts with the classical regression framework, where it is assumed 
that the estimation error is reduced as the number of observations increases. 
Actually, the maximum likelihood estimate for N independent parameters is the 
product inference of the independent maximum likelihood estimate. 
The reason why the geometric mean inference function is found attractive lies 
within the error sources. From section 3.2 it can be seen that the main er-
ror contributions (scale errors) do not disappear as the number of observations 
increases, and neither should the uncertainty of the model outcome. 
Following the GLUE analysis a validation of all observation points should be 
performed. From the accepted simulations the probability density functions for 
the simulated values in the observations points can be found, and the majority of 
the observations should be within the 95% prediction interval. A poor validation 
indicates that the likelihood measure is too restrictive and that not all sources 
of uncertainty are accounted for. See sections 5.6.8 and 6.4. 
4.3 Bayesian updating of prior parameter distri-
butions 
Following the GLUE analysis the likelihoods are known in a number of discrete 
points in the space of models, parameters and variables. The posterior likelihood 
functions for the models, parameters and variables involved can be found from 
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Bayes' theorem 
* L(8l'l/J*)L(8) 
Lp(8i'l/J) = f L(8 i'l/J*)L(8)d8 ( 4.15) 
where Lp (8l'l/J*) is the posterior likelihood distribution for models, parameters 
and variables and L (8)) is the prior likelihood/ probability distribution for mod-
els, parameters and variables. 
Let us for example assume the we have Nacc acceptable parameter sets with 
likelihood L(81 l'l/J*) , ... ,L(8il'l/J*) ... ,L (8Nacci1/J*) and from the joint prior like-
lihood / probability distribution we have corresponding prior likelihood at the 
same points in parameter space L (81), ... , L (8i ) ... , L (8NacJ The posterior like-
lihood of the points considered in the space of models, parameters and variables 
is 
( 4.16) 
It can be shown that in the case of uniform prior distributions the posterior 
likelihood equals the GLUE computed likelihood, Lp (8i l'l/J*) = L (Bi l'l/J*). 
4.4 An example 
In example 3.1, p. 42, it was argued that both head and river inflow observations 
were necessary in order to make the calibration of q and T unique. The GLUE 
methodology does not set restrictions on the basis of uniqueness- non-uniqueness 
will simply result in a larger range of possible parameter values. 
The GLUE methodology is applied to example 1.1, p. 42, with the parameters 
presented in Fig. 4.4. 
A Monte Carlo simulation is performed with 20,000 random realisations of q and 
T. Each realisation results in an estimate of h2, h3 and Qr. Qr is found as the 
total amount of water infiltrated into the aquifer, Qr = q · lOOOm · 1m 
We now want to use the "observations" of h2 , h3 and Q; in order to calculate 
the likelihood of each of the 20,000 simulations. h2, h3 and Q; are found from 
Eq. 1.3 with the parameters: 
q = 400 mm year-1 
T = 5. w-4 m2 s-1 
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Well no. 2 Well no. 3 
0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~X~ 
0 X3 X2 X3 Xr 
x1 = 250 m X2 = 500 m X3 = 750 m Xr = 1000 m '1/Jr = 20 m 
q = U[200,600] (mm year-1) log10 T = U[-3,-4] (log10 (m2 s-1)) 
Figure 4.4: Groundwater flow problem and parameters. U[·] denotes 
uniform distribution 
and error of -0.1 m, 0.7 m and 7.34 10-7 m3 s- 1 are added to h2, h3 and Q;, 
respectively in order to represent observation errors and model errors. This 
yields 
h2 = 29.41 m 
h3 = 26.25 m 
Q; = 1.332- 5 m3 s-1 
Prior to the simulation the expected standard error in the observations is esti-
mated at 0.3 m on the head observations and 10 % of t he observed river inflow. 
The trapezoidal point likelihood function is used in the evaluation of h2, h3 and 
Q;, see Fig. 4.5. 
L Head well no. 2 [m) L Head well no. 3 [m] L River inflow [m**3/s) 
h2 h3 Qr 
"' "' "' "' 
(J.) 
"' "' "' "' "' 
cc ...... 
cc ~ <0 ~ 0 ~ 01 01 01 9' (Xl :..... ;-.., ~ 0, (n ~ -...j 0 (o ;-.., (n (Xl cc ~ -...j 0 01 
m m m rr m a, cJ, cJ, I 01 01 
Figure 4.5: Likelihood functions for h2, h3 and Qr 
Three point likelihood values, L h2 ,i , Lh3 ,i, LQr,i, are calculated on t he basis of 
h2,i, h3,i and Qr,i and the global likelihood for the ith simulation is calculated 
using the geometric mean inference function. 
Two scenarios are considered: 
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a) Only head observations are used in the calculation of the global likelihood: 
( 4.17) 
In this scenario 1,800 of the 20,000 simulations are accepted. 
b) Head and river inflow observations are used in the calculation of the global 
likelihood: 
Li(~~ , ~3,Q;Iqi,Ti) = f./Lh2,iLh3 ,iLQr,i 
Here 1,400 of the 20,000 simulations are accepted. 
(4.18) 
In Figure 4.6 the parameter respond surface for scenarios a and b is presented. 
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Figure 4.6: Likelihood surfaces in normalised parameter space. a) h2 and h3 have been used 
in the calculation of likelihood surface. b) h2 , h3 and Qr have been used in the 
calculation of the likelihood surface. The cross indicates the parameter set used 
in the calculation of the "observed" values. 
Non-uniqueness is recognised in scenario a where only head data are used in the 
GLUE analysis. If we look at the response surface/curve at a given value of q it 
is seen that t he band of possible T values is quite narrow, but when we look at 
the total variation ofT for all values of q the band is much wider. 
In scenario b both head and river data are included and the band of possible q 
values is narrower than in case a. 
For both scenarios the "true" parameter solution is among the accepted solutions, 
but not in the region with maximum likelihood. This is due to errors introduced 
on the observations. If we remove the errors the true parameter solution will fall 
on the line with maximum likelihood. 
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The posterior parameter likelihood distributions are identical to the parameter 
likelihood distribution, because the prior likelihood distribution of q and T is 
uniform. 
If we look at the likelihood distribution curves for 'I/J1 for scenarios a and b we 
see that they are very similar, Fig. 4. 7 
1J 1.00 
0 
0 
:S 0.75 
Q) 
~ 
-g 0.50 
-~ 
«l E0.25 
,_ 
0 
Head in well no. 1 
- Conditioning on head (a) 
-Conditioning on head and river flow (b) 
z 0.00 'i-----r---'"""T-----,~-.----..------r---_,..----, 
30 31 32 33 34 
J/; .1 [m] 
Figure 4.1: Likelihood distribution curves 'I/J1 . 
This indicates that the predictive uncertainty of 'I/J1 is mainly influenced by the 
head observations. If the head rejection criteria are tightened (less expected error 
in 'I/J2 and 'lj;3 or a different likelihood function) then there will be less predictive 
uncertainty in 'lj;1 . However, this does not mean that predictive capability is 
invariant to Qr in general. 
Fig. 4.8 presents the likelihood distribution curves of the average Darcy velocity 
in the aquifer. 
'0 1.00 
0 
0 
;§ 0.75 
~ 
~0.50 
.SQ 
-ai Eo.25 
0 
- Conditioning on head (a) 
-Conditioning on head and 
river flow (b) 
z 0.00 '1-----r--L-r:=---r-----r--.-------.--------,.--, 
1.0e-007 4.5e-007 a.oe-007 
l,l·2[m] 
1.2e-006 1.5e-006 
Figure 4. 8: Likelihood distribution curves 'I/J2 . 
Scenario a results in a significantly larger uncertainty in flow velocities in t he 
aquifer than scenario b. 
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4.5 Generation of random parameter sets 
The aim of the GLUE methodology is to find regions in the parameter space 
resulting in acceptable simulations. Random search methods such as the Monte 
Carlo method and the Latin Hypercube method have been used in the search in 
most GLUE applications. These methods are in many ways ineffective because 
regions of interest often only constitute a small fraction ( < 1%) of the prior-
defined space of models, parameters and variables. The response surface however 
is often very complex, with multiple local maxima, valleys and plateaus in a 
high dimensional parameter space. This makes more intelligent search methods 
complicated and in some cases inefficient. 
In the Gjern setup presented in Chapter 6 an attempt was made to reject certain 
parameter sets prior to the simulation simply by examining the likelihood in 
the surrounding region of the parameter set in the parameter space. A similar 
procedure was used in the original Beven and Binley (1992) study. 
The procedure was 1) to generate a parameter set, 2) to interpolate the likeli-
hood value from the surrounding, already simulated, parameter sets, 3) to add 
a distance-related error to the interpolated value (the closer the point is to the 
previously sampled parameter sets, the more certain is the interpolation and vice 
versa) and 4) to simulate the parameter set if the likelihood value was above a 
certain level. To start with almost all parameter sets were simulated because of 
the sparse representation, but once a few millions parameter sets had been sim-
ulated, up to 60 % of new parameter sets were rejected in advance. There were 
however no computational benefits from this, due to the costs of interpolating 
among millions of parameters sets in an 11-dimensional space. 
4.6 Concluding remarks 
This chapter describes the GLUE methodology that has become a central part of 
this ph. d. thesis. The use of likelihood functions to evaluate model fit is the key 
feature of the GLUE methodology. As a supplement to the traditional likelihood 
measures a number of subjective likelihood measures are introduced and it is 
thus accepted that the GLUE methodology does not yield uncertainty measures 
comparable to those produced within the classical statistical framework, but 
rather offers a statistical measure relating to the subjective impressions of the 
hydrologist involved. In section 4.2 a few guidelines regarding the design of the 
likelihood measure have been suggested. 
In the following two chapters the GLUE methodology is applied to a synthetic 
groundwater model and to a region aquifer system. 
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The main questions to be answered in these two chapters are: 
(i) Is it possible from a computational point of view to conduct a GLUE anal-
ysis on a typically stationary groundwater model application? 
(ii) Is it possible to use the guidelines presented in section 4.2 to design likeli-
hood measures that yield reasonable results? 
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CHAPTER 5 
Case A: Capture zone modelling in 
a synthetic setup 
The estimation of capture zones is a very important issue in the field of ground-
water modelling. The delineation of capture zones constitutes the basis for land 
use regulation aimed at reducing e.g. nitrate and pesticide land surface load, 
and for prioritising the remediation of polluted sites. 
Some work has been done on stochastic capture zone modelling in 2-dimensional 
groundwater models; see Leeuwen (2000) for a review. Leeuwen's study focused 
on estimations conditioned on transmissivity data. Feyen et al. (2001) used the 
Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation methodology, in which capture 
zone estimation is conditioned on head observations, and Feyen et al. (2002) 
include head and transmissivity data in the their work on estimation capture 
zones. 
Interactions between different aquifers and between surface and sub-surface wa-
ters may have considerable influence on the delineation of the capture zone. It 
is therefore essential to quantify the uncertainties in more complex hydrological 
systems. 
This chapter presents a study of a synthetic 3D groundwater system, including 
surface :flow. The aim of the study was to construct a setup containing some of 
the components and constraints of a real study area. The GLUE methodology 
was used to condition the capture zone estimates on head and river discharge 
observations. Hydrological conductivities, net precipitation and the geological 
model were considered unknowns. 
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Definition 
A capture zone of an abstraction well or an abstraction site is the area from which 
water is captured within time t. Except where otherwise stated, the term capture 
zone is the time-related capture zone at infinite time. 
5.1 Conceptual models 
The study area was a 2000 m x 3000 m rectangular river catchment containing 
a 2200 m long river. The sub-surface flow region consisted of an upper aquifer, 
an aquitard and a lower aquifer from which groundwater was abstracted. Two 
equally likely geological models were defined. In the first geological model (A) 
all three layers were distributed throughout the entire catchment, while in the 
second geological model (B) a sandy window existed in a 300 m x 2000 m zone 
in the aquitard, Fig. 5.1. The hydraulic conductivities in the three layers were 
considered homogeneous. 
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual model. 
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The study area was bounded by no-flow boundary conditions on the south, west 
and north boundaries. On the eastern boundary a constant head boundary 
condition was present with a level of 23.5 m for both the groundwater component 
and the river component. Groundwater was abstracted at a rate of 50 mm year- 1 
(300,000 m3 year - 1) from the lower aquifer, Fig. 5.1. The net precipitation was 
added uniformly to the entire catchment. 
The river cross section was v-shaped and the Manning numbers were 10 m113 
s-1 for the river and 40 m113 s-1 for surface flow. 
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5.2 Reference model 
For calibration purposes a reference model was constructed in order to gener-
ate the "observed" data and a reference capture zone. The geometry of this 
model was identical to the conceptual model presented in Fig. 5.1. The sec-
ond geological model (B - sandy window) was used and the horizontal hydraulic 
conductivities in the upper and lower aquifer, and the vertical hydraulic con-
ductivity in the aquitard, were modelled as a random field within the geological 
layers. The purpose of modelling conductivities as random fields was to intro-
duce model errors in the conceptual description of the model area. In this way 
the reference model contained geological heterogeneities that were not described 
in the conceptual model. This corresponds to the situation in most groundwa-
ter model applications, where lack of data forces the hydrologist to simplify the 
conceptual model despite the probable presence of heterogeneities. In generat-
ing the random fields, it was assumed that the conductivities were lognormal 
distributed with an exponential decaying correlation structure. 
p (d) = e - d/I (5.1) 
where p( d) is spatial correlation , d is the distance between two points and I is 
integral scale. (See Appendix B for the simulation of correlated variables and 
random fields.) The surface and river flow parameters were identical to those in 
the conceptual model. The key parameters in the reference model are presented 
in Table 5.1 and the generated random conductivity fields are illustrated in Fig. 
5.2 
Table 5.1: Key reference model parameters. The hydraulic conductivi-
ties are lognormal distributed, J..L is mean value, er is standard 
deviation and I is integral scale. 
Net precipitation [mm year-1] 
Conductivities 
-upper aquifer [m s-1] 
Conductivities 
- aquitard [m s-1] 
Conductivities 
-lower aquifer [m s- 1] 
315 
1.5E-04 
l.OE-07 
l.OE-08 
l.OE-08 
5.0E-04 
l.OE-06 
I 
7.5E-05 500 
5.0E-09 500 
2.5E-04 500 
The model area was discretised into 4 70 elements in the horizontal plane and 5 
layers in the vertical plane. A steady state flow simulation was performed using 
the FLEXFLOW model (see Chapter 2). The capture zones were derived from a 
forward particle tracking simulation with a particle density of 100 per km2 in 
the horizontal plane. The groundwater heads obtained are presented in Fig. 5.3 
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(a) log10(Ch) [m/s] (b) log10(Cv) [m's] 
-5.000 
-8.500 
-4.875 
-4.750 
-8.375 
-4.625 
-4.500 
-4.375 
-8.250 
-4.250 
-8.125 
-4.125 
-4.000 
-8.000 
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Figure 5.2: Random conductivity images. Horizontal conductivity in upper aquifer 
(a), vertical conductivity in aquitard (b), horizontal conductivity in lower 
aquifer(c). Note that the aquitard (b) is not continuously distributed in 
the study area: the sandy window belongs to the lower aquifer (geological 
model B). 
Fig. 5.3 illustrates the fact that the equipotentials and therefore the flow di-
rection were very different in the upper and lower aquifer. In the upper aquifer 
the equipotentials seemed to be controlled mainly by the river course, whereas 
in the lower aquifer they appeared to be controlled mainly by the presence of 
the abstraction well. As Fig. 5.4 shows, this complicates the flow pattern and 
influences the shape of the capture zone (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4) . 
5.3 Quantification of model error 
The conceptual model incorporated model errors arising from the rough zonation 
of the hydraulic conductivities, and for this reason the model was not expected 
to represent small scale fluctuations in the hydraulic head. Gelhar (1986) has 
shown that the model error variance, sh is a function of the variance of the log 
transformed hydraulic conductivities, O'!n K, the correlation length, az, and the 
hydraulic gradient, J: 
(5.2) 
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- Target capture zone, T1 
Figure 5.3: Groundwater heads in upper aquifer (a) aquitard (b) and lower aquifer 
(c). 
In the present synthetic setup the correlation length, the standard deviation of 
the log transformed hydraulic conductivities and t he hydraulic gradient were 
known, and the error arising from small scale heterogeneity, sh, could be esti-
mated, see Table 5.2. 
The expected error, BRHS, was also estimated by comparing nodal head values 
from the reference model with nodal head values from a model with homogeneous 
conductivities in the aquitard and the aquifers. 
Nn is the number of nodes, while 'l/Jr and 'lj;f is the ith nodal head value in the 
reference model and in the model with homogeneous conductivities respectively. 
The expected errors presented in Table 5.2 were used in the GLUE analysis used 
to design the likelihood functions applied. 
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a) Plan view - all particles b) Plan view, abstracted particles and 
capture zone 
c) Cross section view d) 3D view 
Figure 5.4: Flow path and capture zone. Particle density is 100 per km2 . Black particles 
leave the model area over the eastern boundary, blue particles leave the model 
area by the river and red particles are abstracted by the well 
Table 5. 2: Expected error due to small scale heterogeneity in the lower 
aquifer. 
a1 [m] J [-] Sh [m] SRHS [mj 
0.5 500 1.25 0.18 0.17 
5.4 Monte Carlo simulations 
From the conceptual model seven parameters were selected to be stochastic and 
200,000 simulations were performed with the flow and transport models. Prior 
to each simulation a randomised setup (Monte Carlo method) of these seven pa-
rameters was performed on the basis of their distribution and range, as presented 
in Table 5.3. 
A capture zone was delineated for every single simulation. The probability, P 
that a particle starting at point (xo,i, Yo,i) is captured in the well is given as 
p (x ) _ L:f::t L (Oi) IcAPi 
o,l, Yo, l - "'K L (O ·) 
L...,t=l t 
(5.4) 
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Table 5.3: Parameters used in Monte Carlo simulations. D, U and 
L10U respectively denote deterministic, uniform and Log1o 
uniform distribution. 
Parameter Distribution Range 
Geological model u P(A)=P(B) 
Net precipitation [mm year ·l] u 270- 330 
Conductivities Kh L10U 1E-05 - 5E-03 
-upper aquifer [m s- 1] Kv D 1E-07 
Conductivities Kh L10U 5E-9- 5E-7 
- aquitard [m/ s] Kv L10U 5E-9- 5E-7 
Conductivities Kh L10U 5E-9- 5E-7 
- lower aquifer [m s- 1 J Kv L10U 5E-9- 5E-7 
where Nsim is the number of simulations and leAP is an indicator function that 
assigns the value 1 if (xo,i, Yo,i) is within the ith capture zone, CAPi and 0 
everywhere else: 
I -{1 if(xo,i , YO,i)ECAPi 
CAPi- O h . ot erw1se 
(5.5) 
L ( 8i) is the likelihood of the ith simulation. All individual Monte Carlo simula-
tions have, by definition, equal likelihood (weight), L (8i ) = N 1 . 
ob s 
Based on the point probabilities, P (xo ,z, Yo,z), a continuous probability surface 
was estimated by simple interpolation, Fig. 5.5. 
- T01get capture zone 
Figure 5.5: Target capture zone and Monte Carlo capture zone distri-
bution. 
The a% uncertainty bounds enclose the area characterised by 12a: < P (xo ,z, Yo,z) < 
1ta:. The 95% uncertainty bounds thus enclose the area where 0.025 < P (xo,z , Yo ,z) < 
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0.975. The 95% prediction zone is therefore the zone with a probability greater 
than 2.5% 
The 95 % capture zone region obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations did 
not cover the reference capture zone. This means that the quite wide parameter 
distribution used in the Monte Carlo simulation does not necessarily yield results 
that are safe within a reasonable prediction interval, as one might intuitively 
expect. 
5.5 Observation data 
Two observation data sets were extracted from the reference model. Data set A 
was used in the calibration and included seven head observations and one river 
discharge observation. The data set represents a typical situation where head 
observations are present only in the lower aquifer and only a few river discharge 
stations are present, Fig. 5.6. Data set B contained additional data used for 
validation, and included five head measurements and another river discharge 
measurement station, Fig. 5.6. 
well no. 7 
• • well no. 11 
well no. 4 
• well no. 2 
• 
.,. abtraction well 
well no. 3 • 
• well no. 9 
well no. 1 
well no. 10 
• 
• 
RDS no. 1 
• well no. 12 
well no. 6 
• 
well no. 5 
• 
well no. 8 
• 
Figure 5.6: Location of observation points, wells nos. 1-1 and river 
discharge station RDS no. 1 were used during calibration 
(red, data set A) and well no. 8-12 and RDS no. 2 were 
used as additional data in the validation procedure {blue, 
data set B) 
The head observations were affected only by model errors and the expected 
standard error therefore consisted only of t he model error term, see Table 5.2. 
The standard error in the river discharge measurement was estimated at 10% of 
measured value from the general estimate presented in section 3.2.2. 
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5.6 GLUE analyses 
The GLUE methodology and the likelihood measures referred to in this section 
are described in Chapter 4. The likelihood functions used in this study consisted 
of a point observation likelihood measure and an inference or combination func-
tion that linked the point observation likelihood measure to a global likelihood 
measure for the parameter set under consideration. 
Based on the Monte Carlo simulations mentioned above, a number of GLUE 
analyses were performed. The first four analyses, sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, 
dealt with the effect of including different types of observation data in the condi-
tioning. The succeeding twelve analyses (2.1-2.4, 3.1-3.4, 4.1-4.4) concerned sen-
sitivity with regard to the likelihood function, which was evaluated through the 
point likelihood function, (section 5.6.4), the inference function (section 5.6.5) 
and the rejection level (section 5.6.6). The reliability of any Monte Carlo-based 
method depends on the number of simulations; this issue is discussed in sec-
tion 5.6.7. Finally the GLUE solution was validated against reference head and 
discharge data, see section 5.6.8. 
The capture zone was estimated as described in section 5.4, with the exception 
that the single simulations now had an individual likelihood. The probability, P 
that a particle starting at point (xo,i, Yo,i ) is captured in the well is: 
(5.6) 
where L (Oi i,P) is the conditional likelihood of the ith simulation. 
5.6.1 Conditioning based on head data 
Figure 5.7 illustrates the results from the GLUE analysis, where the Monte Carlo 
simulations were conditioned on seven head observations in the lower aquifer , Fig. 
5.6 - dataset A . 
A point likelihood was calculated for each of the seven observations wells, using 
the Gaussian likelihood function: 
(5.7) 
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and likelihoods were combined by the geometric mean inference function: 
7 
L (1/J* IO) = 7 II L (1/!jiO) (5.8) 
j = l 
Based on the considerations in section 5.3, the expected head error, o-h was set 
to 0.2 m in all observations wells. The results are shown on Fig. 5.7. Of the 
200,000 simulations, 2,053 simulations were accepted, Nacc· The capture zone 
estimate, Fig. 5.7b, shows little predictive capability- the 95% probability zone 
does not cover the reference capture zone (RCZ) and its shape is not recognisable 
from the GLUE results. 
In Fig. 5.7c the accumulated likelihood for each of the two geological models is 
presented and they are approximately equal. From this analysis it is not possible 
to distinguish between the two geological models. 
The so-called "scatter plot" (parameter value plotted against likelihood for all 
accepted simulations) is presented for the remaining six parameters, Figs. 5.7d 
- 5. 7i. The scatter plots for net precipitation, horizontal conductivity in the 
aquitard and vertical conductivity in the lower aquifer show identical or close to 
identical solutions in the entire parameter range sampled. This may be caused by 
equifinality problems: given the current level of observations (and the reliability 
of these) it is not possible to constrain the solutions. Note that the plot range 
corresponds to the sampling range. 
On the other hand the intervals of horizontal conductivity in the upper and lower 
aquifer and of vertical conductivity in the aquitard are narrowed by the GLUE 
analysis. 
5.6.2 Conditioning based on river discharge data 
The river discharge observation near the outlet (RDS no. 1) of the catchment 
was used in the conditioning, Fig. 5.8. 
The likelihood for the river discharge station was calculated using the Gaussian 
likelihood function: 
( 
(V> * -1/J(8))2) 
L (1/1*10) = 1 e- 2ur2 
../21io-r 
(5.9) 
where O"r is the expected standard error in the discharge observation. On the 
basis of section 3.2.2, O"r was estimated at 10% of the observed discharge. 
The likelihood measure is quite unrestrictive and 23,720 - close to 12% - of all 
simulations were accepted. 
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The results showed that the 95 % probability zone covers the reference capture 
zone, although the high probability zone is located in the lower left corner and 
in the upper part of the catchment, Fig. 5.8b. The river discharge observation 
seems to have had a considerable influence on the intervals of the horizontal 
conductivity in the upper aquifer, Fig. 5.8e and some influence on the hori-
zontal conductivity in the lower aquifer, Fig. 5.8i. The lower interval of the 
net precipitation tended to have less likelihood than the upper interval. The 
accumulated likelihoods of the geological models are approximat ely equal, Fig. 
5.8c. The remaining parameters seemed to be unaffected of the river discharge 
observation. 
5.6.3 Conditioning based on head data and river discharge 
data 
In the following two analyses the Monte Carlo simulations were conditioned on 
the basis of all observation in data set A: seven head observations in the lower 
aquifer and the river discharge station near the outlet, Fig. 5.6. The influence of 
river discharge data was gradually included. At first a rather high expected river 
discharge error of 20% was assumed, analysis 1.3- Fig. 5.9. Later, the expected 
river discharge error was reduced to a more realistic level of 10%, analysis 1.4-
Fig. 5.10. 
During analysis 1.3 245 simulations were accepted, while as the influence of river 
discharge data was increased (analysis 1.4) only 26 simulations were accepted. 
Analysis 1.4 appears to yield a better estimate for the capture zone - the 95% 
prediction zone covers the RCZ and the overall shape of the probability contours 
becomes very similar to the contours of the RCZ. When the accumulated likeli-
hood of the geological models was considered it was very interesting to observe 
that the model failed to predict the geological model B: 93% to 99% of all like-
lihood was on model A, Figs. 5.9c and 5.10c. Another interesting result was 
that the simulation yielding the highest likelihood was based on a parameter set 
containing the geological model B, and this parameter solution is actually com-
parable with the solution that will be obtained if a classical regression method 
is applied to the problem. 
In the range of accepted parameter values for horizontal conductivity in the 
upper and lower aquifer and for vertical conductivity in the aquitard, a biased 
reduction was also observed in comparison to analyses 1.1 and 1.2, Figs. 5.7 and 
5.8. 
The net precipitation, horizontal conductivity in the aquitard and vertical con-
ductivity in the lower aquifer still seemed to be unaffected by the observations. 
However, there was a tendency towards a higher likelihood for the upper range 
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of the net precipitation interval in analysis 1.4. Note that there may be quite 
large statistical uncertainty in analysis 1.4, due to the relatively low number of 
accepted simulations. 
5.6.4 Influence of point likelihood function 
The influence of the choice of point likelihood function was examined. Four 
different likelihood functions were applied: the Gaussian, uniform, t rapezoidal 
and triangular likelihood functions, see section 4.1.4. A rejection level of three 
times the expected standard error, together with the geometric mean inference 
function, was used for all four analyses; see Table 5.4 for details. In all analyses 
the conditioning was based on data set A (seven head observations and one river 
discharge observation). 
Table 5.4: GL UE results - influence of the choice of likelihood function 
Analysis: 
Likelihood function 
Inference function 
N acc 
95% pred. zone 
2.1 
;ffi:' ' 3a~ ; , a ; 
I I I I I 
1/1* 
<7h=0.2m 
O'r= 10% 
geo. mean 
8 
26 
2.14 
2.2 
V3J 
1/1* 
<7h=0.2m 
O'r=10% 
geo. mean 
8 
26 
2.23 
2.3 2.4 
l A ~~: f_,___3a1 , 
1/1* 1/1* 
<7h=0.2m 
O'r=lO% 
<7h=0.2m 
O'r = 10% 
geo. mean geo. mean 
8 8 
26 26 
2.22 2.33 
Fig. 5.11 illustrates the capture zone distributions for the different point likeli-
hood functions. 
The choice of likelihood function proved to make no significant difference in the 
capture zone distribution. The 95% prediction zone tended to increase as the 
likelihood function became more voluminous (e.g. from Gaussian to uniform), 
Table 5.4. The area increased by approximately 10% from the Gaussian to the 
uniform likelihood function. 
The influence of the point likelihood measure may depend on the inference func-
tion. The product inference function will show greater differences between the 
different likelihood functions, while the arithmetic mean will show smaller dif-
ferences between them. 
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Calibration - conditioning based on head data 
Analysis: Likelihood function : 
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Figure 5. 7: CLUE results - conditioning based on head observations: A pplied likelihood func-
tion (a), capture zone distribution {b), accumulated likelihood of geological model 
A and B (c) , and parameter likelihood scatter plot (d-i}.Note that the plot range 
corresponds to the sampling range. See table at t op of page for likelihood func-
tion, inference func tion, no. of observations used in the conditioning, Nobs , no. 
of accepted simulations, Nacc and area of the 95% predi ction zone . 
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Calibration - conditioning based on river discharge data 
Analysis: Likelihood function : 
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Figure 5.8: GLUE results- conditioning based on river discharge observations: Applied like-
lihood function (a), capture zone distribution (b), accumulated likelihood of geo-
logical model A and B (c), and parameter likelihood scatter plot (d-i) .Note that 
the plot range corresponds to the sampling range. S ee table at top of page f or like-
lihood function, inference function, no. of observations used in the conditioning, 
Nobs , no. of accepted simulations, N acc and area of the 95% prediction zone. 
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Calibration - conditioning based on head and river data - large 
discharge error 
Analysis: Likelihood function : 
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Figure 5.9: GLUE results- conditioning based on head and river discharge observations: Ap-
plied likelihood function (a), capture zone distribution {b) , accumulated likelihood 
of geological model A and B (c), and parameter likelihood scatter plot {d-i}.Note 
that the plot range corresponds to the sampling range. See table at top of page 
for likelihood function, inference function, no. of observations used in the condi-
tioning, Nobs, no. of accepted simulations, Nacc and area of the 95% predf&!jon 
zone. 
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Calibration - conditioning based on head and river data - small 
discharge error 
Analysis: Likelihood function : Gaussian Nobs 8 
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Figure 5.10: GLUE results - conditioning based on head and river discharge observations: 
Applied likelihood function (a), capture zone distribution (b), accumulated like-
lihood of geological model A and B (c), and parameter likelihood scatter plot 
(d-i}.Note that the plot range corresponds to the sampling range. See table at 
top of page for likelihood function, inference function, no. of observations used 
86 in the conditioning, Nobs, no. of accepted simulations, Nacc and area of the 
95% prediction zone 
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Figure 5.11: Capture zone distributions with four differen t point likelihood functions. 
The Geometric mean inference function was used in all estimates 
5.6 .5 Influence of inference function 
The influence of the choice of inference function was examined. The geometric 
mean, product, max. and arithmetic mean inference function were tested using 
Gaussian likelihood in all analyses, Table 5.5. Note that the max. and the 
arithmetic mean inference function are less restrictive, and consequently a large 
number of simulations were accepted, Table 5.5. 
The capture zone distributions are presented in Fig. 5.12. 
The capture zone distribution from the Gaussian point likelihood function, using 
product inference, Fig. 5.12b, are similar to the distribution found from Monte 
Carlo simulations based on the statistics derived from a statistical framework in 
which non-linearity is accounted for. 
In addition to a small region in the upper right corners, the 95% prediction zone 
covered the reference capture zone. If the number of observations increases it 
is expected that the product inference function will underestimate the capture 
zone distribution, since the likelihood function will become steeper. 
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Table 5.5: GLUE results - influence of inference function. 
Analysis: 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 
Likelihood function 
O'h=0.2m O'h=0.2m O'h=0.2m O'h=0.2m 
O'r=10% O'r = 10% O'r=10% O'r=10% 
Inference function geo. mean product max arith. mean 
Nobs 8 8 8 8 
Nacc 26 26 130366 121469 
95% pred. zone 2.14 1.69 2.89 2.94 
The geometric mean inference function predicts a capture zone distribution that 
is very similar in shape to the reference zone, while the shape of the capture zone 
distribution obtained from the max. and arithmetic mean inference deviates from 
the reference capture zone. The areas corresponding to the 95% prediction zones 
are presented in Table 5.5. 
5.6.6 Influence of rejection level 
The influence of the rejection level was examined by increasing the expected 
standard error of the observations from 0% to 100%. The Gaussian point like-
lihood function was used, together with the geometric mean inference function; 
see parameters in Table 5.6. 
Table 5. 6: GLUE results - influence of rejection level. 
Analysis: 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 
Likelihood function 
'if;* 'if;* 'if;* 'if;* 
O'h=0.2m O'h=0.225m O'h=0.25m O'h=0.4m 
O'r=10% O'r=12.5% O'r=15% O'r=20% 
Inference function geo. mean geo. mean geo. mean geo. mean 
Nobs 8 8 8 8 
Nacc 26 68 138 2167 
95% pred. zone 2.14 2.10 2.14 2.49 
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3.1 Gaussianfgeometric mean 3.2 Gaussianf product 
1E·006 
- Target capture zone - Target capture zone 
Figure 5.12: Capture zone distributions with four inference functions. The Gaussian 
point likelihood function was used in all estimates 
The choice of rejection level does not have any significant influence up to at least 
a 25% enhancement of the expected errors (rejection level), whereas a doubling 
of the expected errors results in a capture zone distribution that has changed 
dramatically compared to the starting point: analysis 4.1, Table 5.6 and Fig. 
5.13. 
5.6. 7 The necessary number of simulations 
The reliability of capture zone distribution estimates depends on the number 
of accepted simulations. The degree of error arising from a finite number of 
simulations is not given beforehand. However, it can be approximated if the 
weight of the accepted simulations is approximately equal, as in the Monte Carlo 
simulations. The standard error s (xo,z, Yo,z) of the capture zone probability, 
P (xo,z, Yo,z), in point (xo,z, Yo,z) is given by (Rubinstein 1981) 
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Figure 5.13: Influence of rejection level. Expected error increased by 0, 12. 5, 25 and 
100% 
s (xo,t , Yo ,t) = P (xo ,t, Yo,z) [1- P (xo,t, Yo,l)] 
Nacc 
(5.10) 
where P (xo,l, Yo,l) is the unknown true point probability and Nacc is the number 
of accepted simulations. 
From Eq. 5.6 the point probability can be estimated, and if we assume that the 
error is Gaussian the upper bound 95% confidence interval can be formulated as 
the estimate, P (xo,t , Yo ,z), plus two times the standard errors (xo,z, Yo ,t): 
P (xo ,z, Yo,z) = P (xo ,z, Yo ,z) + 2 P (xo,z, Yo,z) [1- P (xo ,t, Yo,z)] 
Nacc 
(5.11) 
Solving Eq. 5.11 with P (xo,z , Yo ,z) = 0 we can obtain the 95% confidence bound 
for the estimate of P (xo,z, Yo,z) as a function of the number of accepted simula-
tions: that is, the upper 95% confidence interval given zero estimated probability. 
In Fig 5.14, Eq. 5.11 with P (xo ,l, Yo,z) = 0 is plotted as a function of Nacc· The 
graph illustrates the minimum safety level that can be considered given a specific 
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number of accepted simulations. E.g. if the number of accepted simulations is 
150, the minimum considered safety level is approximately 2.5% 
15.0 
~ 12.5 10.0 
~0 
>::- 7.5 
0 5.0 c. 
0.. 2.5 
0.0 
0 150 300 450 600 
Nacc 
Figure 5.14: Minimum point probability as a function of accepted simulations 
-from Eq. 5.11, with P (xo,z, Yo,z) = 0 
Solving Eq. 5.11 for any P (xo,l, Yo,l) will yield 95% (f> + 2s (xo,l , Yo,t)) upper 
bound for the point probability. It may be possible by this means to account for 
the uncertainty due to a finite number of accepted simulations. 
The number of accepted simulations is a function of t he rejection level and 
the choice of inference function. The Gaussian likelihood function, using the 
geometric mean inference function, results in the relationship between accepted 
simulations and rejection level that is presented in Fig. 5.15. 
1500 
1250 
0 1000 
g 750 
z 500 
250 
a) 
04=~~~--~--~--~~--~--~ 
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 
s/s0 
Figure 5.15: Number of accepted simulations as a function of rejection level 
{standard error). so corresponds to standard head deviation of 
0.2 m and standard discharge deviation of 10%: data points found 
from numerical experiment. 
For this specific model setup Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 can now be used to obtain the 
minimum safety level as a function of the rejection level. E.g. a rejection level 
of 1.25cr0 yields about 140 accepted simulations, and 140 simulations yields a 
minimum safety level of 3%. 
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5.6.8 Validation of simulated heads 
Five additional head observation points (wells nos. 8 - 12) and one additional 
river discharge station (RDS no.2) were included in the setup, Fig. 5.6 - data 
set B. Based on the GLUE analysis 1.4 (Gaussian likelihood function (CJh = 
0.2m, Clr = 10%) and geometric mean inference function) a likelihood distribu-
tion was found in all observations points (data set A and B). The likelihood 
dist ribution and the corresponding observation for heads and for river discharge 
are presented in Fig. 5.16. 
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Figure 5. 16: Head and river discharge likelihood distributions, a h = 0.2, ar - 10%. 
The vertical line represents the reference value (observation) 
The capacity to predict heads tended to decrease in the region close to t he 
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abstraction well (wells nos. 1,2,3,4 and 9). Moreover the likelihood distribution 
for the river discharge showed weak predictive capability, and it should be noted 
that the observed river discharge in station 1 was close to the upper bound of 
the interval, while the river discharge in station 2 was below the lower bound. 
This indicates a rather significant difference between the reference model and 
the conceptual model with respect to the distribution of the lateral inflow to the 
nver. 
In three observations points (wells nos. 1,2 and station no. 2) the observed value 
was outside the simulated interval. This might indicate that the rejection level 
was too narrow. 
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Figure 5.11: Head and river discharge likelihood distributions, O'h = 0.25, O"r = 12.5%. 
The vertical line represents the reference value (observation) 
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Fig. 5.17 illustrates the likelihood distributions when the expected head and river 
discharge error is increased by 25% (analysis 4.3). The corresponding capture 
zone is found in Fig. 5.13c. 
All observed values are now placed well within the simulated likelihood intervals. 
5.7 Summary 
The GLUE methodology was used to predict the capture zone distribution in 
a synthetic setup. A reference model was constructed from which a reference 
capture zone and corresponding head and river discharge "observations" were 
extracted. A conceptual model was formulated with seven unknown parameters. 
The hydraulic conductivities were modelled as random fields in the reference 
model and as homogeneous fields in the conceptual model. This deviation in the 
description was designed for the purpose of introducing models errors into the 
conceptual model. 
A number of different likelihood measures were applied and the conclusions were: 
• The type of point likelihood function has no significant influence. 
• The capture zone estimate depends to a considerable degree on the choice of 
inference function. The max. and the arithmetic mean inference function 
yielded capture zone estimates that were very unlike the reference capture 
zone, whereas the product and geometric mean inference function produced 
capture zone estimates that were close to the reference capture zone. 
• An increase in the rejection level of up to 25% does not significantly in-
fluence the capture zone estimates. A doubling of the rejection level will 
however change the estimate dramatically. 
• It was not possible to predict the correct geological model on the basis of 
the GLUE analysis, nor was the most likely simulation based on the correct 
geological model. 
The number of accepted simulations necessary in order to achieve a reliable es-
timate was discussed. If it is assumed that the likelihood values of the accepted 
simulations are approximately equal (which might be a rough approximation in 
relation to some likelihood functions) then the standard error of the likelihood 
estimate can be found. It was shown that approximately 150 accepted simula-
tions were needed in order to make any predictions within a confidence level of 
95% 
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Finally the likelihood distributions were found for twelve head observations 
points and two river discharge stations. The validation was based on Gaus-
sian point likelihood functions and the geometric mean inference function. The 
expected errors in the observations were 0.2m for head and 10% for river dis-
charge observations. These values correspond to "the best prior guess" based 
on information concerning geological heterogeneity, section 5.3, and the general 
expected uncertainty of river discharge, section 3.2.2. The validation showed 
that four observations were outside the predicted intervals. This indicates an 
over-restrictive likelihood measure. The expected errors were consequently in-
creased by 25% and a new validation was performed. All observations were now 
placed well within the prediction intervals. 
In this chapter it has been shown that the GLUE methodology is very sensitive to 
the choice of likelihood measure. The selection of a suitable likelihood measure 
may be an easy task in the case of a synthetic setup because the solution is 
known, whereas in real case studies this selection procedure may be difficult to 
carry out. The results show however that the suggested guidelines for selecting 
likelihood measures, as presented in section 4.2, seem to yield satisfactory results. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Case B: Calibration and uncertainty 
estimation in a regional aquifer 
system 
In the present chapter a GLUE analysis was applied to a Danish regional aquifer 
system covering the Gjern river system. The model setup was identical to that 
presented in Christensen et al. (1998). Christensen et al. (1998) estimated model 
parameters and their 95% confidence intervals by using a non-linear regression. 
Their 1998 study estimated stream flows, including linear confidence and pre-
diction intervals, while in Christensen and Cooley (1999) linear and non-linear 
predictions intervals for head and stream flows were presented. 
The aim of the present study was to apply the GLUE methodology to exactly 
the same problem (and numerical code) and to compare the prediction intervals 
obtained with those obtained by Christensen and Cooley (1999). The setup 
will be briefly described in this chapter; readers interested in further details are 
referred to Christensen et al. ( 1998). 
6.1 Conceptual model 
The Gjern catchment covers an area of 114 km2 in eastern Jutland. The topo-
graphic water divide, the groundwater divide, and the location of streams are 
presented in Fig. 6.1 
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Figure 6.1: Groundwater divide, topographical water divide and location of streams 
6.1.1 Geology 
The main aquifer consisting of sand and gravel extends throughout the entire 
catchment, apart from a region in the southwest catchment corner. This main 
aquifer was divided into eight hydraulic conductivity zones, Fig. 6.2. In Chris-
tensen and Cooley's study (1999) the hydraulic conductivity in zone no. 8 was 
held constant in the regression and in the succeeding prediction of state vari-
ables. For purposes of comparison the hydraulic conductivity in zone no. 8 was 
also held constant during this analysis. The hydraulic conductivity in the seven 
remaining zones was the target of calibration. 
In the south-east part of the catchment there is a secondary aquifer, Fig. 6.2. 
The transmissivity was assumed to be constant within this aquifer 
An aquitard was assumed to be present in regions where the estimated overload 
of till was larger than 1 m , see Fig. 6.3. The vertical conductivity was assumed 
to be constant within the aquitard. 
The model setup consisted of two computational layers. The lower layer repre-
sented the main aquifer, while the upper layer represented both the secondary 
aquifer in the south-east part of the catchment and the aquitard where it was 
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Hydraulic conductivity zone 
Upper aquifer 
Figure 6. 2: Hydraulic conductivity zones and location of the upper sec-
ondary aquifer. Numbers refer to the hydraulic conductivity 
zones 
present. In the remaining areas the upper and lower layers were taken together. 
In order to reduce stability problems in the calculation of heads and in the re-
gression analysis, Christensen et al. (1998) considered all aquifers to be confined, 
even though this was not the case throughout the catchment. 
6.1.2 Recharge 
Three different types of recharge were calculated in three different ways respec-
tively: (1) recharge directly to the lower model layer in regions with no aquitard, 
RCH1, (2) recharge to the upper secondary aquifer, RCH2 and (3) leakage from 
the aquitard to the lower aquifer. The heads in the aquitard were fixed to a level 
3 m below the ground surface and the leakage was calculated on the basis of the 
·head difference and the conductance between the upper and lower layers. 
6.1.3 Streams 
The streams presented in Figure 6.1 were included in the setup as general internal 
head boundary cells (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988). The interaction between 
the streams and the groundwater aquifers was governed by the hydraulic con-
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Figure 6.3: Thickness of till layer 
ductivities of the stream bed and the difference between the water level of the 
stream and the groundwater potential. From the zonation of the hydraulic con-
ductivities two stream bed hydraulic conductivities were suggested. These were 
constant within Christensen and Cooley's analysis (1999) as well as in this study. 
6.2 Observation data 
In the calibration procedure 64 hydraulic head observations and one stream flow 
observation were used. Because of their varying quality, the head observations 
were weighted unequally in the regression, on the basis of the inverse of the esti-
mated prediction error. The head prediction error was estimated by Christensen 
and Cooley (1999) as ranging from 2 to 3.7 m and includes contributions from 
time effects, observation errors and errors due to small scale geological hetero-
geneity. The stream flow prediction error was estimated at 10% of the observed 
value, Fig. 6.4. Wells nos. 1 to 56 are located in the main aquifer and wells nos. 
57 to 64 are located in the secondary aquifer. 
In the validation procedure 34 additional head observations (all in the main 
aquifer) and six additional stream flow observations were included, Fig. 6.5. 
6.3 Monte Carlo simulations 
Steady state simulations were performed using the groundwater model MOD-
FLOWP (Hill 1992). 
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• Stream flow station 
• Head observation well Estimated prediction errors 
Figure 6.4 : Observations used in calibration. Blue circles represent head observations 
and their diameter indicates the estimated prediction error ranging from 
2 m to 3. 7 m. Red squares represent stream flow gauging stations. 
• Head observation well 
Figure 6.5: Observations used in validation. Blue circles represent head 
observations; red squares are stream flow gauging stations. 
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MODFLOWP was slightly modified by the author in order to perform Monte 
Carlo simulations. Due to the large number of simulations it was very essential 
that the Monte Carlo simulations were an integrated part of the MODFLOWP 
code; the initial part of each simulation was therefore skipped. The simulations 
were performed in a PC cluster using six standard PCs with CPUs ranging from 
Pentium II 400 MHz to Pentium Ill 933 MHz PCs. The average clock frequency 
was 700 MHz. A job control module was built into MODFLOWP, which made 
it possible to have an unlimited number of computers drawing from the same 
pool of parameter realisations. The PC cluster was able to perform 1.2 million 
simulations per day. 
In total, seven horizontal hydraulic conductivities, K1 - K7 (zone nos . . 1-7), 
one vertical hydraulic conductivity, Kv (aquitard), one transmissivity in the 
secondary aquifer, TU and two recharge values, RCH1, RCH2 were the target 
of calibration. 
Sample intervals for the eleven parameters were constructed and 30 million ran-
dom realisations or sets of the 11 parameters were carried out. 
Initially very wide uniform sampling intervals (The A intervals on Fig. 6.6) were 
set, and on this basis 10 million simulations were performed. The GLUE analysis 
based on these simulations indicated that it would be advantageous to reduce the 
sampling intervals, and the shorter B intervals were therefore introduced. The 
reduction of the parameter intervals from A to B reduced the size of t he sampling 
space by a factor of 1500 and thereby increased the number of simulations in the 
accepted region by a similar factor. 
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Figure 6. 6: Sample space for the 11 parameters targeted for calibration 
On the basis of the B intervals another 10 million simulations were carried out 
and a GLUE analysis was performed on all 20 million simulations. This indicated 
that for certain parameters a further adjustment of the intervals was needed. 
The C intervals were therefore introduced and on this basis the final 10 million 
simulations were performed, Fig. 6.6. 
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6.4 GLUE analysis 
In this study the observation point likelihood for all observation points was 
calculated on the basis of the Gaussian likelihood functions (see Chapter 4): 
( 
( ..Pj - ..Pi(8))2) 
L(81~;) = 1 e- 2a~; 
y"i;uw; 
(6.1) 
The rejection level was set at 3u 1/!i . The Gaussian likelihood function requires 
an estimate of expected head and stream flow errors. Initially the estimates from 
Christensen et al. (1998) were used; see also Fig. 6.4. The estimat ed head error 
varied from 2.0- 3.7 m and the estimated stream flow error was set at 10 % of 
the observed value. 
The point likelihood measures were aggregated into a global likelihood measure 
using the geometric mean inference function: 
No bs 
L (8 1 ~*) = Nobs IT L (8 1 ~:) (6.2) 
i = l 
Here Nobs is 65 (one stream flow observation and 64 head observations). 
Using the expected head and stream flow observation errors from Christensen 
et al. (1998) and the point likelihood function, reject ion level and inference func-
tion presented above, the GLUE analysis resulted in 404 accepted simulations -
each with an individual likelihood. 
The accepted simulations were used to calculate the discrete likelihood distribu-
tion curve for all observation points. From the likelihood distribution curves the 
expected value, the upper and lower 95% prediction intervals and the minimum 
and maximum accepted values were found. 
6.4.1 Head results 
The head results , together with observed values and the most likely simulated 
value, are presented in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. 
Fig. 6.7 presents the results of the 64 head observations used in the calibration 
procedure. Of these 64 observations sixteen (25%) fell outside the 95% prediction 
intervals and nine (14%) fell outside the minimum/ maximum interval. 
Fig. 6.8 presents the results from the 34 head observations used in t he validat ion 
procedure. 
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Figure 6. 7: Observed and simulated heads used in calibration. Inner error bars are 
95% prediction intervals and outer error bars are minimum and maximum 
head in accepted simulations. Observations that fall outside the 95% pre-
diction interval are marked in blue and observations that fall outside the 
minimum/maximum limits are marked by red. 
Of these 34 head observations, ten (29%) fell outside the 95% prediction intervals 
and nine (24%) fell outside the minimum/ maximum interval. 
A small reduction in predictive capability was noted in the case of the additional 
observations that were not used in the calibration. 
It is interesting to note t hat a considerable number of observations fell outside 
the 95% prediction interval, while at t he same time we had very wide (up to 20 
metres) 95% prediction intervals for some observations. In general the prediction 
intervals varied from 2 to 20 metres. 
The results from Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 are visualised in Fig. 6.9. Observations outside 
the 95% prediction intervals are shown with varying symbol size, depending on 
how far outside the 95% prediction intervals the single observation was located. 
T he observation points with poor prediction capacity tended to be grouped to-
gether. In t he centre of the catchment heads were in general overestimated. 
T hese results indicate certain structural problems in the conceptual model. 
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Figure 6.8: Observed and simulated heads used in validation. Inner error bars rep-
resent 95% prediction intervals and outer error bars represent minimum 
and maximum head in accepted simulations. Observations that fall out-
side the 95% prediction interval are shown in blue and observations that 
fall outside the minimum/maximum limits are shown in red. 
It was concluded from this that the present GLUE analysis does not result in a 
satisfactory validation of the head predictive capability. 
Christensen and Cooley (1999) performed a validation of the prediction of heads 
in the additional 34 head observation points. They found only one head ob-
servation outside the non-linear prediction interval. The calculation of linear 
prediction intervals is presented in Section 3.9. The calculation of the state vari-
able statistics depends on the estimate of the true observation error (the last 
term in Eq. 3.22). The calculation of non-linear prediction intervals is based on 
similar conditions. 
Thus the successful validation in Christensen and Cooley (1999) was closely 
connected to the distribution of the estimated true observation errors. Chris-
tensen and Cooley (1999) distributed the estimate of the true observation errors 
proportionally in relation to the estimated observation error of heads used in 
the calibration. Regions where the calibration head observations are associated 
with large estimated errors will have correspondingly large errors in the head 
prediction. 
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Figure 6.9: Predictive capability of simulating heads (calibration and validation data 
set). Red squares and blue circles indicate wells where the observation is 
below the lower 95% prediction limit and above the upper 95% prediction, 
respectively. The symbol size indicates how far the observed value is from 
the 95% prediction limits. Green points indicate wells where the observed 
value is inside the 95% prediction limits. 
6.4.2 Stream discharge results 
The stream discharge results, together with observed values and the most likely 
simulated value, are presented in Fig. 6.10. 
omedian 
i 
0 
"' 0 
X observed 
-0 
0 
• most likely 
0 
0 
Gauging station# 
Figure 6. 10: Observed and simulated stream fiows. Inner error bars represent 95% 
prediction intervals and outer error bars represent minimum and maxi-
mum head in accepted simulations. Station Q 1 was used in the calibra-
tion and the remaining stations belongs to the validation data set 
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The prediction intervals for all stream discharges cover the observed values, which 
confirms that the predictive capability depends on the scale of the process under 
consideration. Stream flow is in general more predictable than heads, Table 1.1. 
6.4.3 Parameter estimates 
From the GLUE analysis 404 simulations were accepted. The parameter likeli-
hood scatter plot is presented in Fig. 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11: Parameter likelihood scatter plot - Gaussian likelihood function and geo-
metric mean inference function. Red lines indicate the upper and lower 
bounds of the 95% prediction intervals found by Christensen and Cooley 
(1999) 
The likelihood value corresponding to the optimal parameter set found by Chris-
tensen and Cooley (1999) is included in the scatter plot. This parameter set 
yields the highest likelihood values, and from this there is quite a large jump 
to the second highest. This indicates that the likelihood surface is steep in the 
region around the optimal parameter set found by regression. From this we can 
conclude that the sample density is too small to resolve the surface in this region. 
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The non-linear confidence intervals from the regression presented in Christensen 
and Cooley (1999) are indicated by t he red lines in Fig. 6.11. The GLUE-based 
intervals of accepted simulations are larger for all parameters than the intervals 
from Christensen and Cooley (1999). However, This was to be expected given 
t hat the confidence intervals reflect uncertainties only in the parameters and not 
in the model. 
6.4.4 Reducing the GLUE reject ion criteria 
This section examines whether the poor predictive capability of GLUE revealed 
in this case was the result of an over-strict rejection criteria. The expected error 
on head and stream flow was increased by 50%, the GLUE analysis was then 
repeated and 100,500 simulations were accepted. The head prediction intervals 
are presented in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12: Observed and simulated heads used in calibration. Inner error bars prep-
resent 95% prediction intervals and outer error bars represent minimum 
and maximum head in accepted simulations. Observations that fall out-
side the 95% prediction interval are shown in blue and observations that 
fall outside the minimum/maximum limits are shown in red 
Of the 64 observations used in the calibration, eight (13%) fell outside t he 95% 
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prediction interval and two (3%) fell outside the minimum/ maximum interval. 
Of the additional34 head observations, four (12%) fell outside the 95% prediction 
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Figure 6.13: Observed and simulated heads used in validation. Inner error bars rep-
resent 95% prediction intervals and outer error bars represent minimum 
and maximum head in accepted simulations. Observations that fall out-
side the 95% prediction interval shown in blue and observations that fall 
outside the minimum/maximum limits are shown in red 
interval and two (6%) fell outside the minimum/maximum interval. 
With an even weaker rejection criterion 12% of the observations fell outside the 
prediction interval, while at the same some of the prediction intervals were very 
wide (up to 28 metres), which makes the estimate less useful. 
6.4.5 Convergence 
Finally, we examined whether the poor predictive capability was a result of non-
convergence in the estimate. 
In Fig. 6.14 the development of t he expected head, t he 95% prediction interval 
and the minimum/ maximum intervals are presented as a function of the number 
of accepted simulations for six representative wells. 
If we examine this figure the solution seems to stabilise within 50- 100 accepted 
simulations. If we assume the 95% prediction interval to be close to the true in-
terval with 400 accepted simulations, it is quite simple to calculate the necessary 
number of accepted simulations, Ne9s%, in order to obtain a certain precision, 
e95%. We start from the estimated value of the upper and lower 95% predic-
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Figure 6.14: Expected head (dotted line}, 95% prediction interval (continuous lines} 
and minimum/ maximum interval (dashed lines) as a function of the 
number of accepted simulations 
tion interval at 400 accepted simulations and reduce the number of accepted 
simulations, Ne95% until 
e95% ~ max (Jh2·5%(Ne9s% ) - h2·5%(Nacc)l, jh97·5%(Ne9s%) - h97·5%(Nacc )J) 
(6.3) 
The result for well no. 30 with e95%=0.25m is illustrated in Fig. 6.15. Close 
to 200 accepted simulations (No.2sm) are needed in order to achieve an estimate 
with precision better then 0.25 m. 
If we consider all observation wells the average number of necessary accepted 
simulations can be found as 
_ 1 Nob s 
N e95% = N 2:.::: N e95%,i 
obs i=l 
(6.4) 
The necessary number of accepted simulat ions in order to obtain a maximum 
error of 0.1 m, 0.25 m and 0.5 m of the 95% prediction interval is found to be 
308, 110 and 40 respectively, based on the six wells presented in Fig. 6.14. 
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Figure 6.15: Example of the determination of the necessary number of 
accepted simulations. Red lines represent the 95% lower 
prediction interval ± 0. 25 m and blue lines represent the 
95% upper prediction interval ± 0.25 m. The necessary 
number of accepted simulations is defined as the first point 
at which these lines cross when sweeping from right to left. 
It should be noted that the result from the convergence analysis will depend on 
the likelihood and inference functions. A more restrictive (steeper) likelihood 
allocation will probably decrease the convergence speed. 
On the basis of the likelihood and inference funct ions applied, it can be concluded 
that convergence problems do not explain the poor predictive capability of the 
GLUE analysis. 
It has been shown t hat t he prediction of the uncertainty of state variables con-
verges to a reasonable level with a relatively low number of accepted simulations. 
However, the reader should note that the estimation of the parameter response 
surface requires a much larger number of accepted simulations. 
6.5 Summary and conclusion 
The GLUE methodology was applied to a regional aquifer system, which had 
earlier been the target for calibration and uncertainty predictions within a re-
gression framework (Christensen et al. 1998; Christensen and Cooley 1999). The 
present analysis is based on exactly t he same conceptual model and numerical 
formulation of t he flow problem. The main purpose of the study was to predict 
uncertainties in groundwater heads and stream flows and to compare the results 
archived with those obtained from the regression analysis. 
In the calibration procedure 64 head observations and one stream flow obser-
vation were used. In Christensen and Cooley (1999) the expected observat ion 
errors were evaluated for all observations. The head observation error was esti-
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mated to range from 2.0 to 3.7 metres and the stream flow observation error was 
estimated at 10% of the observed value. 
The GLUE analysis was applied to the setup in three steps, each including 10 
million Monte Carlo simulations. Initially very wide parameter intervals were 
sampled, but on the basis of the GLUE analysis these parameter intervals were 
subsequently reduced. 
The GLUE analysis was based on the 30 million simulations performed and for 
each simulation a point likelihood measure was calculated, using the Gaussian 
likelihood function, for the 64 head observation points and the one stream flow 
observation station. The rejection level was set at three times the estimated 
observation error. The global likelihood measure was calculated from the 65 
point likelihood measures using the geometric mean inference function. 
The GLUE analysis resulted in 404 accepted simulations, each with an individual 
likelihood. On the basis of the accepted simulations the likelihood distribution 
curves were calculated for the 65 observations used in the GLUE analysis and for 
34 additional head observations and seven additional stream flow observations. 
From the distribution curves the 95% prediction intervals and the minimum and 
maximum value were calculated. 
The results showed that over 26% of the observations were outside the 95% 
prediction interval, and over 18 % were outside the minimum and maximum 
limits. It was concluded that the GLUE analysis did not result in a satisfactory 
validation result. 
It was found that the observation points where the validation failed were grouped 
together. In the centre of the catchment heads were in general overestimated. 
The result shows very clearly that the observation errors are interdependent, and 
it was suggested that the reason for the poor validation results might be found 
in conceptual model errors. 
A subsequent investigation was made to see whether the poor validation was the 
result of an over-strict rejection criterion. The expected observation errors were 
increased by 50% and another GLUE analysis was performed that resulted in 
100,500 accepted simulations. It was found that 12% of the head observations 
were still outside the 95% prediction intervals and 4% were outside the minimum 
and maximum limits. At the same time the results showed very wide prediction 
intervals of up to 28 metres. 
From this it may be concluded that the GLUE analysis was unable to predict 
uncertainties in the simulated heads in the given model setup and that the con-
ceptual model has to be reconsidered in order give satisfactory results. 
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Summary and conclusion 
Groundwater models play an important role in the assessment of groundwater 
resources and in the protection of these. Considerable costs are associated with 
the decisions taken on t he basis of groundwater model simulations, and it is 
therefore essential that groundwater models are "reliable" . 
However, reliability depends to a great extent on the data basis available for 
model construction and calibration. In most situations this data basis is very 
incomplete, and certain hydrologists therefore consider the models based upon 
them to be "unreliable", which - from a deterministic point of view - is often 
true. These criticisms need to be met, and since it is difficult to increase the 
reliability of the models by expanding the data basis, we must try instead to 
quantify the uncertainty inherent in the outcome of groundwater models. In 
general, uncertainty is undesirable, but not knowing the size of it is even more 
so. 
7.1 Uncertainty estimation 
The author has identified three approaches to uncertainty modelling: 1) for-
ward stochastic approach, 2) conditioning stochastic approach and 3) regression 
approach. 
The forward stochastic approach refers to the ordinary stochastic methods in 
which uncertainty in the system input is transmitted through the model to un-
certainty in the system state variables. The solution is not conditioned on any 
observed system state variables. 
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The conditioning stochastic approach refers to those models in which observed 
system state variables are included and the uncertainty estimated is conditioned 
on the observations and the prior statistics of the input. 
The regression approach are designed to find a parameter set that optimises a 
certain model fit criterion. The regression analysis provides approximate statis-
tics on the estimated parameters and on the system state variables. 
In general it is accepted that it is necessary to calibrate the models in order 
to reduce uncertainty in model outcome. It is however very rare that the data 
basis is of a sufficiently high quality that a forward stochastic approach can be 
applied directly. This thesis therefore concentrates on the conditioning stochastic 
approach and the regression approach. 
In order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods for 
estimating uncertainty, it is very important to understand the possible sources 
of uncertainty. Section 3.2 contains a description of the different types of ob-
servation data that can be used in the calibration, and the different sources of 
mismatch between observed and simulated state variables. 
The errors that give rise to mismatch between observed and simulated state 
variables may be devided into two types: observation errors and other errors. 
Observation errors consist of all the contributions that are independent of the 
model and relate only to observation. E.g. head observation errors arc the errors 
associated with the manual reading and registration of water levels, barometric 
fluctuations, the determination of the well reference level, etc. Other errors must 
be associated with the model setup and with the numerical formulation of the 
specific flow problem, and as such may be classified as model errors. Observation 
errors are typically much smaller than model errors, and it is important to be 
aware of this, since the two types of error influence model outcome in different 
ways. It is characteristic of observation errors as defined above that their impact 
on model outcome diminishes as the number of observations increases, while the 
influence of model errors on model outcome is in general invariant in relation to 
the number of observations. 
It should be noted that the definition of observation errors is often more wide-
ranging than that given above, and may include all sources of error that over 
large areas "act" as observation errors (non-biased and Gaussian distributed 
errors). 
Prior to any uncertainty estimation it is important to recognise which processes 
the groundwater modelling procedure includes and, even more important, which 
processes it does not include. The processes that are not included constitute the 
source of all conceptual model errors. By recognising the error contributions of 
the processes that are not included, the hydrologist will be able to formulate goals 
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for the precision of the model outcome. If these goals are not achieved, either the 
conceptual model itself, or the identification of the processes that were excluded, 
and which may therefore have contributed to error, must be reconsidered. 
7. 2 The classical regression approach 
The classical regression approach as presented in Chapter 3 provides confidence 
intervals on estimated parameters and in principle on all system state variables. 
Confidence intervals represent the uncertainty that originates from observation 
errors and thus constitutes only a fraction of the total uncertainty. 
In classical regression theory the total uncertainty is given in terms of prediction 
intervals. To the best of the author's knowledge prediction intervals have been 
formulated only for state variables such as heads and river discharges, on the 
assumption that the true error associated with the prediction is known. Even 
where this is the case, however, there is no obvious relationship between the 
uncertainty of head/stream flow on the one hand, and that of groundwater pore 
velocities on the other. Frequently, it is in relation to ground water pore velocities 
that uncertainty estimates are wanted. 
Another restriction within the classical regression approach is that the estimation 
has to be well-posed. Well-posedness is characterised by an identifiable, unique 
and stable solution, and in principle can always be obtained by reducing the 
number of unknown models, parameters and variables. This will however affect 
the amount of model errors, as discussed in section 3.3. 
7.3 The GLUE methodology 
The GLUE methodology presented in Chapter 4 can be characterised as a con-
ditioning stochastic approach. The fundamental idea behind the methodology 
is that a wide range of models, parameters and variables are likely to be sim-
ulators of the system under consideration and should therefore be considered 
prior to modelling. A large set of random realisations of these models, param-
eters and variables are produced and Monte Carlo simulations are performed. 
The GLUE methodology aims to categorise the space of models, parameters and 
variables into a subspace of behavioural/ accepted solutions and a subspace of 
non-behavioural/rejected solutions. The space of models, parameters and vari-
ables is divided on the basis of more or less subjective likelihood measures, and 
different degrees of membership are given to the behavioural solutions - again 
based on subjective likelihood measures. 
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The uncertainty of model outcome is represented by the likelihood surface in 
the space of behavioural solutions. Each accepted set of models, parameters and 
variables contributes to a realisation of model outcome, and from all accepted 
sets of models, variables and parameters density functions can be found. 
The "uncertainty" formulated in the GLUE methodology is not uncertainty as 
defined in the classical regression framework, but a more subjective impression 
relating to the individual hydrologist. 
The key issue in the GLUE methodology is the calculation of likelihood measures. 
In the present study a FUzzy logic approach is taken, involving an evaluation of 
the likelihood in each observation point, which is referred to as the point likelihood 
measure. For all observation points the point likelihood measure is aggregated 
into a global likelihood measure by using an inference function. 
A number of global likelihood measures are presented and it is argued that the 
point likelihood measure should be closely connected to the expected error in 
the observation, and that the inference function should be of the and-type - i.e. 
that all point likelihood measures must be positive in order to produce a positive 
global likelihood measure. 
7.3.1 Synthetic case study 
Chapter 5 presents capture zone modelling in a synthetic stationary integrated 
3-dimensional flow problem including river, surface and groundwater flow. A 
synthetic setup was chosen in order to be able to evaluate the model outcome 
against a known solution. 
A reference model was formulated with three geological layers - a lower aquifer, 
an aquitard with a sandy window and an upper aquifer. The conductivities in 
the geological layers were heterogeneous and were modelled as random fields. 
Two geological models were formulated within the conceptual model. Both mod-
els consisted of three geological layers with homogeneous hydraulic conductiv-
ities. Model A contained an aquitard in the entire catchment, while model B 
contained a sandy window in the aquitard. 
The reference model contained geological heterogeneities that were not described 
in the conceptual model. This corresponds to the situation in most groundwater 
model applications, where lack of data forces the hydrologist to make simplifica-
tions. 
The reference model and the conceptual model were identical in all other re-
spects, and thus the geological heterogeneities were the only possible source of 
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mismatch between the reference model and the conceptual model. The expected 
error in the head observation points was estimated on the basis of on the de-
gree of heterogeneity, and the expected error in the river flow observation was 
estimated on the basis of general assumptions. 
The conceptual model was adapted to the FLEXFLOW model presented in Chap-
ter 2. The construction of FLEXFLOW was motivated by the lack of flexibility in 
existing finite difference models with regard to numerical discretisation, represen-
tation of geological units, river integration and surface, river and groundwater 
interaction - all of which are important in relation to reducing model errors. 
Furthermore it is essential in the GLUE methodology to optimise computational 
speed. In FLEXFLOW the flow processes are fully integrated, and the Monte 
Carlo simulation is likewise an integrated part of the model and both aspects 
help to increase computational speed. 
In the GLUE analysis seven parameters were considered unknown and were 
the target for estimation: the two geological models, the precipitation and five 
hydraulic conductivities. In total 200,000 realisations of the seven unknown 
parameters were established as a basis for FLEXFLOW simulations. 
A number of GLUE analyses were performed, each resulting in a number of 
accepted simulation/parameter sets, and on the basis of the accepted simulations 
capture zone likelihood distribution maps were produced. These maps were then 
compared with the reference capture zone. 
The main conclusions were: 
• Both head and river discharge observations needed to be included in the 
GLUE analysis of the present setup in order to obtain a capture zone dis-
tribution that was similar in shape and extension to the reference capture 
zone. 
• Likelihood measures based on the estimated observation errors result in a 
95% prediction zone that covers the reference capture zone. 
• The capture zone distribution seems invariant in relation to the type of 
applied point likelihood function. 
• The capture zone was highly dependent on the inference function. The 
and-type inference functions (geometric mean and product inference) seem 
to have considerably greater predictive capability than the max. and arith-
metic mean inference functions. 
• A 25% increase in the rejection level has no significant impact on the shape 
of the capture zone distribution, whereas a 100% increase of the rejection 
level has a significant impact on the capture zone distribution. 
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• A validation was performed in twelve head observation points and two river 
discharge stations, showing a decrease in the predictive capability in a re-
gion close to the abstraction well. Moreover the likelihood distribution of 
the river discharge showed weak predictive capability. Three observations 
were outside t he band of simulated values. T his indicated that the like-
lihood measure was too restrictive, and for this reason the rejection level 
was increased by 25%. As a result, all observations were placed well within 
the simulated likelihood intervals. 
• The GLUE analyses that were considered most reliable (e.g. analysis 1.4) 
all resulted in prediction of the wrong geological model. For this specific 
case study, we may conclude that geological heterogeneities may be a dis-
turbing factor in the identification of the correct geological model. 
7.3.2 Regional aquifer case study 
Chapter 6 presents the application of the GLUE methodology applied to a re-
gional aquifer system which had previously been target of parameter and uncer-
tainty estimation within the classical regression framework (Christensen et al. 
1998; Christensen and Cooley 1999). The present work was conducted on ex-
actly the same conceptual and numerical model as that presented in Christensen 
et al. (1998). 
The purpose of the GLUE analysis was to predict uncertainties in groundwater 
heads and stream flows and to compare the results obtained with those obtained 
from the regression analysis. 
A GLUE analysis was performed on 64 head observations and one stream flow 
observation. A Gaussian point likelihood measure, with estimated observation 
errors ranging from 2 to 3.7 m on heads and 10% of the observed stream dis-
charge, was calculated in the 65 observation points, and the point likelihood 
measures were aggregated into a global likelihood measure using the geometric 
mean inference function. 
On the basis of the accepted simulations likelihood distribution curves were cal-
culated for all the 65 observations used in the analysis, and for an additional 34 
head and seven stream discharge observations. 
The stream discharge results were successfully validated for all stations, while 
25% of all head observations were not contained in the 95% prediction interval. 
An investigation was made to see whether t he poor validation of heads was a 
result of an over-strict likelihood measure. For this reason the expected obser-
vation errors were increased by 50% and a new GLUE analysis was performed. 
It was found that 12% of all head observations still remained outside the 95% 
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prediction interval, while at the same time certain prediction intervals became 
extremely wide, going up to 28 m. 
Fig. 6.9 presents the distribution of the observation points where validation 
failed, and it can be seen that the points where validation failed were grouped 
together. It was concluded that there were strong indications of conceptual 
model errors in the setup. 
With the current setup it was impossible using the GLUE methodology to quan-
tify the predictive uncertainty. This conclusion contrasts with the very successful 
validation presented in Christensen and Cooley (1999), which is based on classi-
cal regression theory. 
The reasons for these contrasting conclusions are to be found in the nature of 
GLUE. The likelihood measures are such that a certain amount of uncertainty 
in the simulated state variables is allowed, and combinations of models, param-
eters and variables that fulfil the restrictions within the likelihood measure are 
accepted. In this way GLUE projects all uncertainty onto the unknown models, 
parameters and variables in the given problem. In the present case study the 
conceptual model errors are presumably of such a size that the uncertainty can-
not be accounted for in terms of the parameters and variables that are defined 
as unknown. 
The GLUE methodology did however provide very useful information on possible 
weaknesses in the model setup, and the present analysis is expected to very useful 
in the future development of the Gjern model. 
7.4 Remarks on the GLUE methodology 
The application of the GLUE methodology in the present case studies has shown 
that the approach is feasible for integrated stationary models on the field scale, 
and stationary groundwater models on the catchment scale with up to eleven 
unknown parameters. 
When applying GLUE to larger models and more parameters the computational 
burden is assumed to be linear, increasing by the number of computational nodes 
in the model, and non-linear, increasing by the number of additional parameters. 
The GLUE methodology is computationally intensive and this is one of the major 
hurdles to overcome when considering a wider application of the methodology. 
The future application of the methodology may very well depend on the devel-
opment of more efficient sampling methods (e.g. the exclusion of certain regions 
in the parameter space on the basis of a preliminary search). More efficient 
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sampling methods, however, may very well constitute a threat to the freedom 
from prejudice that is essential to the GLUE methodology, since it is based on 
the premise that a wide range of combinations of models, parameters and vari-
ables must, until otherwise proven, be regarded as likely simulators of the system 
under consideration. In the author's opinion, however, it may be necessary to 
sacrifice some freedom in this regard in order to make sampling more efficient. 
Beven and Binley (1992) acknowledge the computational burden involved in the 
GLUE methodology, but put faith on future increases in computational power. 
Since the work of Beven and Binley was published, the clock-frequency of a 
standard PC has increased at least 50 times. The problem is, however, that 
the increase in computational speed in general has not been used to improve 
uncertainty estimation but instead to build more and more complex models. In 
view of this, one might ask whether it is time now to freeze the development of 
model complexity and instead use the gain in computational efficiency to improve 
reliability of our estimations. 
Many groundwater problems require the application of transient models. The 
GLUE methodology has so far mainly been applied to stationary groundwater 
models, and there is a need therefore to gain more experience in applying t he 
method to transient groundwater problems. I believe however that the move to 
transient models should be taken step by step, and within this framework GLUE 
analyses on a stationary approximation of the transient problem may be a very 
important ingredient. 
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Reliability methods 
This Appendix gives an introduction to the field of reliability estimation, de-
scribing in particular Monte Carlo simulation, Latin Hypercube simulation and 
the First Order Reliability Method. The purpose of all these is to transmit the 
uncertainty in the model input parameters through a deterministic ground wa-
ter model to the desired output parameters, which in the case of a groundwater 
model are potential heads, solute concentrations, stream flows, capture zone ar-
eas, etc. It is assumed that the statistics of the input are known and that the 
numerical groundwater model is error free. 
Monte Carlo (MC) and Latin ]jypercube (LH) simulation are among the so-called 
simulation methods, where a large number of model simulations are performed 
and discrete probability density functions are obtained for output variables of 
interest. The First Order Reliability Methods (FORM) are designed for esti-
mating the probability of a given event, e.g. groundwater nitrate concentration 
exceeding a given limit value. 
A.l Reliability 
Let us consider the most simple decision-making problem. The parameter s de-
scribes the environmental load (concentration, water level, etc) and the parame-
ter r describes the environmental resistance/ capacity (limit value, critical water 
level, etc.) A critical situation occurs if the load exceeds the resistance/capacity. 
For a given realisation of the load parameter s and the resistance parameter r 
the situation is easily evaluated: 
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r- s ~ 0 critical situation (failure) 
r- s > 0 non - critical situation (safe) (A.l) 
We define the failure function g as dividing realisations of r and s into a failure 
set Wf and a safe set W 8 , the two sets being separated by the failure surface or 
limit state surface, which is defined as 
g(r,s)=r-s=O (A.2) 
or in more general terms as 
(A.3) 
where 0 is a vector of parameters involved in the problem under consideration. 
Positive values of g correspond to safe states and zero or negative values of g 
correspond to failure states. 
g(O) ~ 0 
g(O) > 0 
in the failure region 
in the safe region 
The failure function as it relates to the simple load/ resistance problem described 
above is shown in Fig. A.l. 
safe 
g(r,s} > 0 
r g(r,s} = 0 
failure 
g(r,s} < 0 
Figure A .1: Failure function 
If the load parameter s is kept deterministic and the environmental resistance 
R is considered stochastic with a density function as shown in Fig. A.2, the 
situation becomes slightly more complicated. 
We introduce the failure probability Pt to denote the probability that a critical 
situation (failure mode) will occur. The probability of failure is given as 
Pt = P(R - s ~ 0) = P(g (R, s) ~ 0) = 18
00 
fR(x)dx - FR(s) (A.4) 
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fR 
Figure A.2: Density function for the resistance/capacity variable r. 
Hatched area equals the probability that the "load" exceeds 
the "resistance". 
R Random resistance variable 
/R Density function of R 
FR Distribution function of R 
If we consider load and resistance to be stochastic variables as well, the prob-
ability of failure is given as the product of two independent events, adding up 
over all possible occurrences (see Fig. A.3 and Eq. A.5). 
00 100 Pt = P(R- S ::=; 0) = LFR(r) · fs(r)dr = -oo FR(r) · fs(r)dr 
-00 
where 
FR(r) 
fs(r)dr 
probability that R is less or equal to r 
probability that S lies in the range r, r + dr 
(A.5) 
Eq. A.5 describes the probability of failure in the case of two stochastic variables. 
In the case of K stochastic variables the probability of failure can be defined as 
Pt = P(g (8) :::; 0) = { fe(B)dB lw1 (A.6) 
where fe is the joint density function for then stochastic variables and Wf is the 
region of the n-dimensional parameter space where failure occurs. Figure A.4 
illustrates the failure surface dividing the parameter region into a safe set and a 
failure set. The probability of failure is represented by the probability mass in 
the failure region shown in Figure A.4b. 
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fR, fs 
failure density 
r 
S -environmental load e.g. 
concentration or water level 
Area= Pt 
R- environmental 
resistance/capacity e.g. critical 
concentration, critical water level 
Figure A.3: Probability of failure given the environmental load S and 
the environmental resistance/ capacity R. 
Eq. A.6 can be solved analytically only in simple situations. The following 
sections deal with different methods for approximating P(g (E>) .:S 0). 
A.2 The Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo method is one of t he simplest and most commonly used relia-
bility methods. The method is unconditionally stable, but tends to be compu-
tationally demanding. 
safe 
g(EJ) > 0 
failure 
g(8 ) < 0 
b) 
= Pt 
Figure A.4: Illustration of safe and failure regions in a 2-dimensional parameter space 
- a) failure surface, safe and failure region, b) joint PDF for fh and e2 
and failure probability 
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The Monte Carlo method is a simulation method in which a number of real-
isations N of the K basic variables are randomly generated el ... e K from the 
stochastic variables 8 1 ... 8K. For each set of realisations the failure function is 
evaluated and the number of realisations in the failure region is counted. The 
probability of failure is simply the relative number of realisations in the failure 
region and is written as: 
1 Nsim 
P (g (E>)::; 0) = ~ L I [g(Bn)] 
stm n=l 
where I is an indicator function defined by 
I [g(B)] = 0 if g(O) > 0 
I[g(B)] = 1 if g(O) ::; 0 
(A.7) 
Example A.l Assume that the failure surface in a 2-dimensional parameter 
space is placed as in Fig. A.5. The probability of failure is to be estimated on the 
basis of Monte Carlo simulations. 30 realisations of 8 1 and 8 2 are randomly 
generated (dots on Figure A. 5). 
• 
safe • 
g(G) > 0 • • • 
• • 
• ••• 
• 
• •• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
failure 
g(6) ~ 0 
Figure A.5: Graphic representation of the Monte Carlo m ethod 
The failure function g is evaluated for each realisation. From Fig. A.S we can 
see that 27 realisations lie within the safe area and 3 realisations lie within the 
failure area; hence the probability of failure is PJ = 330 = 0.1 
The standard error in a Monte Carlo estimate depends on the level of probability 
failure level and the number of realisations, N (Rubinstein 1981) 
s= (A.8) 
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where PJ is the exact probability of failure, which is unknown, rather t han the 
Monte Carlo estimate of the probability of failure. 
A.3 The Latin Hypercube Method 
The Latin Hypercube method is a Monte Carlo-like procedure in which the basic 
idea is to ensure that the total range of each random variable k is sampled. The 
sample range for each random variable is divided into Nint intervals with equal 
probability (Fig. A.6). A random value within each interval is drawn. This leads 
to a sample set of N int values for each random variable, k. 
Bn B12 Bln B1Nint 
B21 B22 B2n B2N;.nt 
0= 
Bkl Bk2 Bkn BkNint 
(A.9) 
BNpo.r l BNpo.r2 BNpo.rn BNparNint 
The sample set is now combined to produce Nint sets of realisations of the basic 
variables. The Nint input vectors are generated from iJ by randomly combining 
values from the intervals of each random variable in such a way that each interval 
is matched just one time with the interval from each of the other variables (see 
Fig. A.6). 
02 
• - - - - - -
' • 
' 
- - - - -t : ---- • 
• t ' --
· r I I I - • ' ' t ' 
' ' ' t ' 
: : : : t ;\ • 
" ' " t I I I I 1 I 
• Fr.~J2(e2) I I I I I I 8 '7' 6 '5 '4' 3 '2 ' 1 
1 k:-~~ 3 I I I 4---- ~ - I I: I 
s= :====~~ -·: : } -- - - - - -- - - : 
1 
a· - - - - - - - - -- - -
Fe,(a,) 
Figure A. 6: Latin Hypercube simulation, Nint = 8, N par = 2 
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This leads to Nint combined parameter sets, (fh,fh, · · · , On,··· , ONint)T, and 
the probability of failure found by evaluating the N int realisations is 
1 Nint 
P (g (E>) ~ 0) = N L I[g(On)] 
tnt n=l 
(A.lO) 
The procedure can be repeated a number Nrep times to improve the quality of 
the estimate. The estimate of the failure probability is thus 
1 Nrep Nint 
p (g (E>) ~ 0) = N · N L L I [g(Omn)] 
tnt r ep m=l n=l 
(A.ll) 
A.4 First Order Reliability Method 
In the First Order Reliability Method the failure function or the limit state 
function is linearised, and the probability of failure is estimated on the basis of 
this linearised failure function. The quality of the FORM estimate of the failure 
probability, unlike the estimate produced by simulation methods, depends only 
on the linearity / non-linearity of the failure surface. For linear failure surfaces 
the FORM estimate is exact, whereas for non-linear failure surfaces the given 
probability of failure is only an estimate. 
It is convenient to introduce a safety margin given as M = g (E>). The probability 
of failure can then be written as 
P1 = P(M ~ 0) = P(g(E>) ~ 0) = 1 fe (O)dO 
Wj 
(A.12) 
A.4.1 Linear Safety Margin 
The safety margin can be expressed as a linear function of the basic variables 
(A.13) 
where ao, a1 , .. . , aN are constants. For independent variables the mean and stan-
dard deviations of safety margin f.LM , <IM are 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
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For linear safety margins the reliability index /3 is introduced as a measure of 
reliability (Cornell 1966) 
(A.16) 
The safety margin M is normal distributed if the basic variables are normal 
distributed and the safety margin is linear; thus the probability of failure can be 
expressed by /3 
(A.17) 
where u is a standard normal distributed variable and <I> is the standard normal 
distribution function. 
Example A.2 A statistical analysis of the nitrate concentration in a lake was 
performed and it was found that the nitrate load in the lake, 5, could be described 
using a normal distribution with mean, P,s = 35 mgjl and standard deviation 
O'S = 5 mgjl. There are plans for a fresh water intake in the lake and the 
decision-makers want to ensure that there is no health risk in drinking the water. 
Let us assume that the critical nitrate concentration is uncertain and that it can 
be described by a normal distribution, R, with mean, f.-LR =50 mgjl and standard 
deviation O'R = 10 mgjl. The task now is to determine the health risk involved in 
consuming lake water. The safety margin for this problem is easily formulated 
as 
M = g (5, R) = R - 5 (A.18) 
It can be seen that the safety margin is linear and thus that there exists an 
analytical solution to the problem. The mean and standard deviation of the safety 
margin is 
P,M = f.-LR - f.-LS =50- 35 = 15 
O'M = VC7~ + 0'~ = V102 +52 = 11.2 (A.19) 
From Eq. A.16 we can find the reliability index 
{3 = f.-LM = ~ = 1.34 
O'M 11.2 
(A.20) 
The probability of failure is given as the standard normal distribution in -/3 
Pf =<I> ( - 1.34) = 0.09 (A.21) 
Thus the health risk is 9 % if the planned fresh water intake is carried out. 
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A.4.2 Geometrical Interpretation of the Reliability Index 
The relationship between the reliability index f3 and the probability of failure 
can also be interpreted graphically if we consider two basic independent variables 
el and 82 and a linear failure function 
(A.22) 
If the normalised stochastic variables u1 and u2, with zero expected value and 
unit standard deviation, are introduced by 
i = 1,2 
then the failure function can be written as 
g(u) ao + al(J.te 1 + ae 1 u1) + a2(J.te2 + ae2 U2) 
ao + a1J.te1 + a2J.te2 + a1ae1 u1 + a2ae2 u2 
If the reliability index f3 is introduced, this is equivalent to 
where 
f3 
i = 1,2 
ai is normalised to satisfy Jar + a~ = 1. 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
Fig. A. 7 sketches a linear failure function in a two-dimensional normalised vari-
able u-space. The reliability index f3 is seen as the shortest distance from origin 
to the failure surface. The a vector points from the origin in t he direction of 
the /3-point. 
The joint distribution function for u1 and u2 is a normalised two-dimensional 
normal distribution function. It is easily seen that a projection of the probability 
mass to any vector in the u1 -u2 space will result in a one-dimensional normalised 
normal distribution. In Fig. A.8 the probability mass of fu 1u2 is projected onto 
the line A-A (Figure A.7). Since the failure surface is linear and perpendicular 
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A ~I 
A . 
-......... ' U2 -,. 
Figure A. 7: A two-dimensional normalised variable space with linear 
failure surface 
to the a-vector and the projection line A-A, the probability mass in the failure 
region must correspond to the probability mass from et = f3 to a = oo in the 
normalised one-dimensional normal distribution shown in Fig. A.8, or simply 
<I>(-/3) 
A-A fu1Uz 
Figure A.8: Probability mass of fu 1 u2 projected onto a line with the unit 
vector a: 
A.4.3 Non-linear Safety Margin 
In most situations the failure surface is non-linear and the safety margin M is 
thus not normal distributed. An estimate of the reliability index can be obtained 
by linearising the failure function in the (3-point. The estimated probability of 
failure is then given as PJ = <I> ( -/3). Figure A.9 shows a non-linear failure 
function in a two dimensional normalised variable space (N(O,l)) (See section 
A.4.2 for transformation into normalised variable space.) The failure function is 
linearised in the (3-point. 
The error in the approximation of the probability of failure is the probability 
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U2 
Linearized failure 
surface 
Figure A.9: A two dimensional normalised variable space with non-
linear failure surface 
mass between the non-linear failure function and the linearised failure function 
(see Fig. A.9) 
The main problem in the FORM method lies in the determination of t he ,8-point. 
The reliability index is defined by the optimisation problem 
{I~ min ~i':u1 
9u(u )=0 i = l 
(A.28) 
where the solution point for u is denoted as u*, see figure A.9 
In this text the Steepest Descent method is used to find u*. At the ,8-point the 
following relation must be fulfilled 
u* = X~gu (u*) (A.29) 
where .\ is a proportionality factor. if we assume that a point u0 close to u* is 
known, i.e. 
(A.30) 
and use a first order Taylor approximation of 9u ( u) in u0 , this gives 
Combining A.29 and A.31 gives 
9u (u*) ::::: 9u (u0 )+\7gu (u0)T (u* - u0) = 9u (u0)+\7gu (u0)T (.\\7gu (u*) - u0 ) 
(A.32) 
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isolating A in A.32 results in 
A= Vgu (uo)T ~o- gu (uO) 
V gu (u0 ) V gu (u0 ) 
The u* -vector can now be found with the iteration scheme: 
1. Make an initial guess concerning u 0 
2. Calculate g0 ( ui), where i is the current iteration number 
3. Calculate V gu ( ui) 
4. Calculate an improved guess of the ,6-point using Eq. A.29 
5. Calculate the reliability index corresponding to ui+1 
(A.33) 
(A.34) 
(A.35) 
6. Check for convergence of ,6: if l.6i+1 - ,Dil ::::; tolerance then stop, otherwise 
proceed to step 2. 
A.4.4 Sensitivity 
If a unit normal vector a to the failure surface at the ,6-point u * is defined by 
(A.36) 
then the ,6-point u can be written, (see Eq. A.29) 
u* = ,6a (A.37) 
It should be noted that a is directed toward the failure set. The safety mar-
gin corresponding to the tangent hyperplane obtained by linearising the failure 
function at the ,6-point can then be written 
(A.38) 
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Further, by using a.T a = 1 it can be seen from Eq. (A.37) that the reliability 
index {3 can be written 
(A.39) 
In the case of fixed a the equation for {3 can be differentiated 
(A.40) 
i.e. the components of the a-vector can be considered as a measure of the relative 
importance of the uncertainty in the corresponding stochastic variable on the 
reliability index. However, it should be noted that for dependent (correlated) 
basic variables the components in the a-vector cannot be linked to a specific 
basic variable. 
Another important sensitivity measure relating to ai is the so-called omission 
sensitivity factor (i suggested by Madsen (1988). This factor gives the relative 
importance of the reliability index by assuming that the stochastic variable no. 
i is fixed, i.e. is considered a deterministic quantity. If variable no. i is fixed to 
the value u~ then the safety margin in the normalised space is written 
with the reliability index 
, _ {3- aiu? 
{3i- }1- at 
The omission sensitivity factor (i is defined by 
Especially if u? = 0 is chosen then 
(A.41) 
(A.42) 
(A.43) 
(A.44) 
It can be seen that if !ail < 0.14 then (i -1 < 0.01, i.e. t he error in the reliability 
index is less than 1% if a variable with !ail< 0.14 is fixed. 
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Simulation of random variables 
An essential step in simulation methods is the simulation of the outcome of a 
stochastic variable with arbitrary distribution. Common to the simulation of 
any type of stochastic variable is the generation of uniform distributed numbers 
(random numbers). The generation of random numbers is described in section 
B.1 and in sections B.2 - B.3.1 the generation of the widely-used normal and 
log-normal distributions is described. Section B.4 and section B.4.1 deals with 
the generation of correlated variables. A good description of the simulation of a 
wide range of stochastic variables can be found in Law and Kelton (1991) 
B.l Generation of random numbers 
The most commonly used random number generators are not usually real random 
generators but only pseudo-random generators. The pseudo-random generators 
use rules for generating a sequence of numbers and the sequence will be repeated 
after some time. A sequence of random numbers obtained from a pseudo-random 
generator can always be repeated if the starting conditions are t he same. 
One of the most widely used methods for simulating pseudo-random numbers is 
to employ linear congruential generators (LCGs) . The pseudo-random numbers 
are determined sequentially by 
Zi =mod (aZi- 1 + c, m) (B.1) 
where m (the modulus), a (the multiplier) , c (the increment), and Zo (the seed 
or starting value) are non-negative values. Equation (B.1) says that Zi is the 
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remainder of the division of (aZi- 1 +c) by m. Thus 0 :::; Zi :::; m- 1 and to 
obtain a random number Vi , uniformly distributed from 0 to 1, we let Vi= Zi/m. 
The sequence of numbers is repeated after at most m steps. The full period m 
is obtained if (Law and Kelton 1991) 
• the only positive integer that exactly divides m and c is 1. 
• if q is a prime number (divisible by only itself and 1) that divides m, then 
q divides a-1. 
• if 4 divides m, then 4 divides a-1 
On many computers the following generator is used 
Zi =mod (89069Zi-1, 232) 
B.2 Inverse Method 
(B.2) 
Based on randomly generated numbers, the inverse method simulates any out-
come {) of the stochastic variable 8 with distribution Fe (B). The inverse method 
involves two steps: 
1. generate an outcome v of V 
2. determine the outcome of {) as 
(B.3) 
Figure B.1 illustrates the algorithm graphically. v1 and v2 are numbers generated 
from a unit normal distributed variable, U(O,l) and B1 and B2 are found from 
(B.3). 
Fe(e) 
e 
Figure B.1: Illustration of the inverse method 
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B.3 Box-Muller method for simulating normal 
distributed numbers 
The Box-Muller method generates u1 and u2 from an independent standardised 
normal distribution N(O,l) 
u1 = ..) -2ln f11 cos(21rv2) 
(B.4) 
u2 = ..j-2lnv1 sin(2m)2) 
where v1 and v2 are random numbers generated from U(O,l) (e.g. using a linear 
congruential generator). The transformation from normalised space ( u-space) to 
x-space is given as 
B = /J-8 + u · 0"8 (B.5) 
Example B.l Two normal distributed numbers are to be generated from N(5,1) 
using the Box-Muller method. First we use the linear congruential generator de-
scribed by Eq.(B.l) with starting value, zo = 123.456.789 to generate two num-
bers, v1, v2 from the U(O,l) distribution. 
Z1 = mod (89069Z · 123456789, 232) = 1056461640 
.!), 
v1 = ZI/m = 1056461640/232 = 0.2458 
z2 = mod (89069. 1056461640, 232) = 3838292432 
.!), 
v2 = Z2/m = 3838292432/232 = 0.8937 
(B.6) 
Secondly the Box-Muller method is used to generate the two standardised normal 
distributed numbers , u1 and u2. 
u1 = ..J-2ln0.2458cos(27r · 0.8937) = 1.315 
u2 = ..J- 2ln0.2458sin(21r · 0.8937) = - 1.036 
Finally the normal distributed numbers are found as 
B1 = /J-8 + u1 · 0"8 = 5 + 1.315 · 1 = 6.315 
B2 = /J-8 + u2 · 0"8 = 5- 1.036 · 1 = 3.964 
B.3.1 Simulation of Log-normal distributed numbers 
(B.7) 
(B .8) 
The Log-normal distribution has the property that if Y "' N(p,, 0'2) then ey "' 
LN(J..L, 0'2). Log-normal distributed numbers can be generated from the following 
two-step algorithm: 
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• Generate Y rv N(,u, 0'2 ), e.g. by using the Inverse method or Box-Muller 
method. 
• Calculate the log-normal number 8 as 8 = ey 
,u and O" is not t he mean and variance of the LN(,u, 0'2). If 8 rv LN(,u, 0'2 ), then 
the expected value of 8 is ,uz = E (8) and t he variance of 8 is O"! = Var (8). 
The relation between ,uz and O'z and ,u and 0' can be derived using the definition 
of E [8 ] and VAR[8 ]: 
(B.9) 
(B.10) 
B.4 Simulation of correlated variables 
Let us assume that the transformation between unit normal distributed num-
bers, U and correlated unit normal distributed numbers, Y , with correlation 
coefficient , p, can be described as 
Y = TU (B.ll) 
where T is a lower triangular transformation matrix. 
The covariance matrix Cy can be written as 
Cy = E[Y YT] = E[T U UT TT] = T E[U UT] T T = T T T = p (B.12) 
and the elements of the transformation matrix T can be found from T T T = p 
as 
Ti,j = Pi, j if i = 1 
Ti,j = V1 -l::i-1 T2 . k= l k,J if i =! 1 1\ i = j (B.13) 
Ti,j = 
L i - 1 T T 
ifi <j Pi,j- ls - 1 k,i k,j Ti.i 
The transformation from uncorrelated, unit normal distributed variables, U to 
normal distributed variables, E> can be written as 
E> = Jle + DTU (B.14) 
where D is a diagonal matrix with standard deviations of E> in t he diagonal. 
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B.4.1 Simulation of stochastic fields 
Let us assume that the spatial correlation can be described by an exponential 
decaying correlation structure. The spatial correlation between the numerical 
cell p1 and numerical cell P2 is then given as 
(B.l5) 
where Xp1 , Xp2 , yp1 and Yp2 are the coordinates of t he centre of cell Pl and P2· I 
is the integral scale. 
The correlation matrix, p , describing the correlation between all numerical cells 
is constructed, and the procedure presented in section B.4 is used to calculate 
t he realisation of the correlated stochastic variable in each cell. 
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